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Plasma etching of polymers is an important process in the fabrication of

integrated circuits, printed circuit boards and other emerging technologies. High rates

can be obtained using oxygen diluted with a fluorine-containing gas, most commonly

CF4. In this thesis, two less studied fluorinated gases, NF3 and SF6, are investigated.

Polyphenylene oxide (PPO) is etched in a downstream microwave plasma system

using NF3, SF6, 02 and Ar gas mixtures.

The effects of gas composition. pressure, substrate temperature, power,

etching time and flow rate are experimentally investigated to help elucidate the

mechanism of polymer etching. Etch rate maxima in excess of 3 pm!min, twice that

observed when etching with CF4/02 mixtures, are achieved by optimizing the process

parameters. Additionally, a one-dimensional numerical model based on mass

conservation is used to predict the concentrations of active etchant species at the

substrate. Surface analysis of selected etched samples using profilometry, X-Ray
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photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectrometry is reported. The

significance of this study can be summarized in the following three features: (1)

Optimization of process parameters including feed gas mixtures in achieving higher

etch rates, (2) Contribution to the understanding of the effect of physical and

chemical processes towards the etching of polymers and (3) The significance, ifany,

of non etchant atoms from the feed gases e.g. C, N and S, in the etch process.

The etch rate dependence of PPO on NF3% in the feed gas mixture increased

with fluorine content, went through a maximum, and decreased with further increase

in fluorine content. The greatest etch rate observed was 3.2 tm!min. The etch rate

followed the same trend with SF6% at high flow rates. The SF6% at which the

maximum was lower than the corresponding NF3%. The etch rate also went through a

maximum with pressure at 0.8 ton in NF3/02 mixtures. The etch rate is independent

of substrate temperature at low NF3% and showed a strong dependence on

temperature at higher NF3%. There was no discemable dependence of substrate

temperature in the SF6 mixtures studied. At low NF3%, there is a linear dependence of

etch rate on flow rate. The etch rate dependence on flow rate followed a saturation

curve for at intermediate NF3% and at all SF6%. This etch rate dependence was

explained using a surface depletion model where the substrate surface is depleted of

etchant species at lower flow rates. At high NF3%, there is no noticable dependence

on flow rate, which is explained by surface passivation. The effect of power and the

addition of small amounts of SF6 to NF3/02 mixtures dare also reported

The concentrations of reactant and products in NF3 and SF6 gas mixtures were

simulated for four different El rate constant combinations across a range of feed gas



compositions. The behavior at high NF3 and low 02 rate constants was different from

the other three combinations. The 0 and F dependence on total flow rate in NF3

mixtures, exhibited different trends at high NF3 and low 02 El rate constants than at

the other three rate constant combinations. The former is consistent with the

experimental data. However, the model does not take into account depletion of

etchants. The dependence of 0 and F on yo and IF was investigated. The effect of

residence time was found to be the controlling factor in wall recombination processes.
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ETCHING OF POLYPHENYLENE OXIDE IN A DOWNSTREAM
MICROWAVE PLASMA USING NF3, SF6, 02 AND Ar GAS MIXTURES

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Plasma Processing of Electronic Materials

Plasmas are widely used in integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing for etching a

variety of materials in different stages of processing. Plasma etching or "dry" etching

was introduced in manufacturing in the 1970's and has replaced most of the

conventional wet etching techniques. Some of the advantages of plasma etching are

the easy waste disposal of reaction products and the ability to etch anisotropically.

Polymers are used in the IC industry for a variety of applications. Photoactive

polymers, known as photoresists (PR), are used as masks. Polymers having high

optical absorbance are used in lithography as anti reflective coatings (ARC), to

prevent standing waves from developing inside the PR during exposure to ultraviolet

light. The presence of these standing waves leads to non-uniform development of PR

over the patterned region. Currently, silicon oxynitride is used as an ARC for the front

end processing and polyimide is used for the back end processing. It is important to

be able to selectively etch between the PR and the polyimide ARC during processing.

Polymers having a very low dielectric constant are being investigated as possible
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alternatives to replace Si02 as an insulator in IC manufacturing to reduce transistor

interconnection delays as device dimensions shrink. Polymers are also used in the

printed circuit board (PCB) industry as insulators between various layers. Dyconex

Ltd. (Zurich, Switzerland) has developed a plasma drilling technique to prepare

microvias as an alternative to drilling in PCB manufacturing (Brist et al., 1997). This

plasma etching technology can simultaneously create thousands of microvias as small

as 100 microns, and provides an advantage over the one-at-a-time laser techniques in

mass production.

Two of the main processes involving plasma etching of polymers are blanket

etching and patterned etching. Blanket etching occurs when the whole surface of the

substrate is exposed to the etchant gases, as in the stripping of PRs. An important

issue in blanket etching is the detection of the end point of the process. If the process

continues beyond the end point the underlying film will be exposed to the plasma and

device properties can be altered. Patterned etching occurs when part of the substrate is

protected from etching and only certain areas of the substrate get etched away. The

etching of microvias, defines the topography of the conductive circuitry, both in the

IC industry and the printed circuit board industry. In patterned etching the etch profile

is critical. Anisotropic (directional) etching prevents undercutting. Undercutting may

lead to shorting of adjacent layers. Anisotropic profiles can be enhanced by controlled

deposition of products on the sidewall. However, this sidewall passivation might lead

to residual film on these areas.
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Some of the critical issues in plasma etching involving polymer chemistry are

the selective plasma etching of the underlying film with respect to organic masks, and

rapid removal of the resist for stripping applications. PRs are desired to be totally

unchanged, and to exhibit only residual etch rates.

Halogen containing gases are commonly used in plasma etching processes.

The free radical halogen atoms generated are highly reactive with many substrate

surfaces. Fluorinated gases such as CF4, SF6, NF3 and chlorinated gases such as

CHC13 are used. They are used to etch a wide variety of materials ranging from

silicon and silicon dioxide to polymers. Gas mixtures are chosen specifically to each

step of a process and to the material being etched. Etch rates of Si and Si02 increase

by 2 to 3 times if the halogen containing feed gas is mixed with oxygen. Halogen

containing gases can also be added to 02 to etch polymers.

Plasma etching of polymers using 02 and CF4/02 mixtures has been well

studied. Depending on the plasma configuration, process parameters and materials

being etched, etch rates range from the order of A/mm to j.imlmin. In this study,

polyphenylene oxide (PPO) was etched using less studied fluorine containing gases,

NF3 and SF6, mixed with 02. A comprehensive parametric study to understand the

effect of the process parameters on the etching of PPO is done. Effects of pressure,

substrate temperature, total flow rate, plasma power and etching time were

investigated. Each process parameter influences the physical and chemical processes

occurring in the system. These processes in turn, control the mechanism of etching.

For example, processing pressure plays a part in controlling the residence time of the
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gases, a physical process and the electron impact (El) dissociation rate constants of

the feed gases, a chemical process. Such a parametric study can lead to useful insight

about the relative role of primary processes and their contribution towards the overall

mechanism of etching. The process parameters were optimized to achieve high etch

rates. The etch rates observed when etching PPO with NF3/02 and SF6102 are in the

order of jm!min. The maximum etch rate obtained was in excess of 3 j.imlmin, using

NF3/02 mixtures. The maximum etch rate obtained with both NF3 and SF6 mixtures

are more than twice that observed when etching PPO in the same experimental system

using CF4/02 mixtures. Compared to NF3, lower etch rates are usually observed when

SF6 is used to etch PPO. The role of non etchant species like C, N and S might play a

role in the heterogeneous processes leading to etching. For example, the presence of

carbon in CF4 might lead to CF radicals impinging on the substrate surface, thereby

inhibiting the etching process and leading to lower etch rates when compared to non

carbon containing feed gases like NF3 and SF6. Hence, it is useful to study the effect

of the non halide containing atom in the feed gas and its effect on the etch processes.

This significance of this study can be summarized in the following three

features: (1) Optimization of proess parameters including feed gas mixtures in

achieving higher etch rates, (2) Cntribution to the understanding of the effect of

physical and chemical processes towards the etching of polymers and (3) The

significance, if any, of non etchant atoms from the feed gases e.g. C, N and S, in the

etch process.
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1.2 Plasma Fundamentals

In general, an ionized gaseous medium is called plasma. At pressures ranging

from a few millitorr to a few ton, applying an electric potential to a gas produces

glow discharge plasma. There are different types of plasma reactor configurations.

The simplest kind is a parallel plate reactor where a direct current (DC) power source

is applied across two parallel plate electrodes. Alternating current (AC) power sources

like radio frequency (RF) (nominally at 13.56 MHz) and microwave frequency

(nominally at 2.45 GHz) can also be used to produce a plasma. In plasma, positively

charged ions and negatively charged species (electrons and in some cases negative

ions) are produced. Glow discharge plasmas have charge densities in the range of 108

to 10'2/cm3. Typically, in a glow discharge one ion is produced for every 10,000

1,000,000 neutral species. Thus, they are weakly ionized. Electrons, being much

lighter (about 10,000 to 100,000 times) than ions, absorb most of the energy supplied

by the power source. These energetic electrons initiate electron molecule inelastic

collisions to excite high temperature type reactions, forming highly reactive free

radicals. Generating these same reactive species using thermal energy would require

extremely high temperatures, in the range of 1,000-10,000 K, which is impractical for

materials processing. Thus plasma processing reduces the thermal budget of the

process greatly. Additionally ions bombard the substrate. The substrate has a negative

potential with respect to the bulk of the plasma because of electron sheath formation

at the walls. The bombarding ions can modify the surface of the substrate, increasing

the probability of reaction between the highly reactive free radicals and the surface of
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the substrate. The relaxation of excited species in the plasma emits radiant light,

which causes the plasma to glow.

In the downstream etching configuration, the substrate to be etched is placed

in a charge free region downstream of the plasma. Since charged species are confined

to the plasma, the effect of ion bombardment is eliminated and free radical etching

chemistry can be isolated. Downstream etching is used in industrial applications

where anisotropy is not needed, such as blanket etching.

1.3 Plasma etching of polymers

In this Section, literature review of research done on plasma etching of

polymers is discussed. Section 1.3.1 discusses etching in 02 and CF4/02 plasmas.

Section 1.3.2 presents work done on NF3/02 and SF6/02 plasmas. Section 1.3.3

addresses the mechanism of polymer etching.

1.3.1 Etching in 02 and CF4LQ2 plasmas

Polymer etching using pure 02 plasmas and CF4102 gas mixtures has been

well studied (Egitto, 1990: Grace, 2003). The best understood polymer materials

include polyimides, mostly from the IBM/Rochester Tech work in the mid-1980s

(Vukanovic, 1988; Egitto, 1985; Robinson, 1985; Yogi, 1985), and different PRs

(Dzioba, 1982; Cook, 1983; Spencer, 1986). However, polyethylene (Normand,

1995), polybutadiene (Lemer, 1988), PPO (Hsu, 2000) and many others have also

been studied. Plasma configurations range from parallel plate plasmas (Heidenreich,

1987; Egitto, 1985; Cain, 1987) to downstream plasma reactors (Vukanovic, 1988;
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Robinson, 1985; Yogi, 1985). In these systems, process parameters such as power,

plasma frequency (ranging from RF to microwave), pressure, flow rate, substrate

temperature, and gas composition have been studied. However, typically, only a few

of these parameters are varied. Only, rarely is a comprehensive parametric study over

etch parameters reported. A brief review of the literature reported for polymer etching

in plasmas of 02 and CF4/02 gas mixtures is presented in this section.

Early work has shown that pure 02 plasmas can effectively etch polymers.

Theoretical arguments using quantum chemistry have been used to understand why

oxygen atoms have a propensity to etch polymers. Polymer etching has been

attributed to the electron count of 0 and its high electronegativity (Cain, 1987). The

higher electronegativity of 0 over similar electron count containing atoms such as

carbenes (CF25) is the reason why 0 is the most suitable for polymer etching. This has

been explained by molecular orbital calculations at the extended Huckel level and

modeling of functional groups of polymer using these calculations. The etching of

polymers begins with the abstraction of H from the hydrocarbon backbone by 0 and

subsequent degradation of the polymer structure due to further oxidation. Certain

polymer/etch systems show negligible etch rates in pure 02 systems. For example,

etching of polyimide was not noticed in a downstream microwave reactor

(Vukanovic, 1988).

At constant temperature, the etch rate of photoresist has been found to follow

a linear relationship with atomic oxygen concentration where 0 atoms have been

measured by NO2 titration (Battey, 1977) and Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
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spectroscopy (Cook, 1983). Thus, an increase in the amount of 0 atoms available for

etching leads to increased etch rates. An increase in electron density usually leads to

increased dissociation rates of 02. Bell has shown that as the volume averaged power

density applied to the plasma is increased, the electron density increases linearly

(Bell, 1971). Langmuir probe measurements of a microwave 02 plasma confirm that

the electron density increases linearly with power while the average electron energy

stays relatively constant (Heidenreich, 1987). Indeed, in a downstream microwave

plasma, the etch rate of PR increases linearly with applied power (Dzioba, 1982). In

this study, the power was varied from 100 to 300 W and the etch rates as high as 6

tmImin were obtained. They also reported that the optical emission intensity of

several 0 atom lines increased linearly with power.

The extent of 02 dissociation is also related to the ratio of v, the electron-

neutral collision frequency, to w, the angular frequency of the applied electromagnetic

field. Higher levels of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) are more

densely populated at higher w and hence higher etch rates may be possible at higher

plasma frequencies. Similarly lower pressure appears to increase the average electron

energy, increasing 02 dissociation (Battey, 1977; Brake, 1983). On the other hand.

Langmuir probe measurements indicate electron density decreases with increasing

pressure while the average electron energy decreases, goes through a minimum and

then increases (Heidenreich, 1987).

In downstream reactor configurations, the transport of 0 atoms from the

plasma to the substrate surface can be enhanced by decreasing the residence time
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(Brake, 1983). Conversely, a decrease in polybutadiene etch rate with increasing gas

flow rates has been observed (Lerner, 1988). However, in this case, the 0

concentrations at the end of the discharge and at the substrate were found to be

roughly equal. The authors argue that the decrease in etch rate is due to the role of

vaporized etch products in the etch process.

Etch rates of PR in a downstream RF plasma follow an Arrhenius type

relationship with substrate temperature (Cook, 1983). Etch rates increase as substrate

temperature is increased. The average activation energy over a range of three

pressures for this process is 0.5 eV/molecule. The value reported in a downstream

microwave plasma is 0.47 eV/molecule (Spencer, 1986). Polyimide etching in a

downstream microwave plasma also follows an Arrhenius type of relationship

(Robinson, 1985). The reported activation energy for polyimide etching is 0.58

eV/molecule, which is similar as that of PR.

Addition of CF4 to 02 plasmas can greatly enhance the etch rates of polymers

(Koretsky, 1992). The etch rates of many different polymers follow the same

qualitative dependence on gas composition. They increase with addition ofCF4 to 02,

go through a maximum in the oxygen rich regime and then decrease with further

addition of CF4 to the gas mixture. Addition of small amounts of CF4 to 02 has been

known to increase the 0 atom concentration in the plasma and, therefore the etch rate.

Numerical simulations have suggested the presence of CF4 increases the electron

density (Kushner, 1982) while Langmuir probe measurements indicate an increase in

the electron temperature inside the plasma dominates (Heidenrich, 1986). However,
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additional 0 atom concentration alone cannot explain the enhanced etch rates in these

systems. Hence it has been proposed that atomic fluorine plays an active role in the

etch process. Using the molecular orbital theory, it has been shown that the

abstraction of H by F is a more efficient process than abstraction by 0 (Cain, 1987).

These reactive sites are then etched due to oxidation by 0. If too much fluorine is

present, the active sites become fluorinated and are difficult to remove, thereby

decreasing the etch rate. Thus, the etch rate dependence of polymers have a strong

correlation to the ratio of 0 to F. This dependence has been experimentally

confirmed using optical emission spectroscopy in both planar diode (Egitto, 1985)

and downstream microwave plasma configurations (Vukanovic, 1988). Different

polymers have different optimal 0/F ratios with the optimal 0/F ratio increases as the

degree of unsaturation in the polymer increases (Mugica, 1989). Also, the optimum

0/F ratio is different for different plasma configurations. The mechanism of polymer

etching is discussed in greater detail in Section 1.3.3.

Etch rates of polyimide show a linear dependence on gas flow rate in a

downstream microwave plasma. The etch rate also decreases as pressure is increased.

Both flow rate and pressure effects are directly correlated to the residence time

between the plasma and the substrate (Vukanovic, 1988). At 7% CF4, the etch rate of

polyimide etching in a downstream microwave plasma increases linearly with total

gas flow is stronger at low gas flows (--5O-2OO sccm) and saturates at higher flows

(400-500 sccm) (Robinson, 1985). The magnitude of the etch rate maximum of

polyimide in a parallel plate RF etcher increases with power and the CF4% at which
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the maximum occurs also increases (Yogi, 1985). Additionally, it has been shown the

etch rate decreases and the CF4% at maximum etch rate increases with wafer loading

(Egitto, 1985; Yogi, 1985). In some systems, the etch rate can be directly correlated

to CO etch product measurements (Yogi, 1985) while others studies have shown both

CO and CO2 are needed to correlate etch rate (Hsu, 1999).

The temperature dependence of polyimide etching in a downstream

microwave plasma showed that the etch rate is nearly independent of temperature

from 20C to 70C at very low CF4% and increases with increasing substrate

temperature at higher CF4% leading to a maximum shifted towards higher fluorine

concentrations (Robinson, 1985). The activation energy of this process with 0.5% CF4

is 0.1 eV/molecule; this is significantly lower than that for pure 02. Another study

using the same material in a similar reactor reports 0.14 eV/molecule at 20% CF4

between 28 and 47C. The activalion energy of PR is reported as 0.17 eV/molecule in

a downstream RF reactor configuration at 10% CF4 (Koretsky, 1991).

The presence of CF4 also influences the homogeneous chemistry in and

downstream of the plasma. Mogab et al have reported increase in fluorine

concentrations when 02 is added to CF4 (Mogab, 1978). This is due to the reaction of

0 with CF radicals, thereby decreasing the number of CF atoms available to F for

recombination into CF+1. Plumb and Ryan have developed a model, which describes

the gas phase chemistry of CF4!02 mixtures and confirms this experimental result

(Plumb, 1986). There are five El reactions and eight free radical reactions in their

reduced reaction set.
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X Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is the primary surface spectroscopy

used to characterize the surfaces of plasma treated polymers (Emmi, 1985; Occhiello,

1989; Tepermeister, 1992; Vukanovic, 1988). Vukanovic et al have shown that

different plasma configurations result in different C, 0 and F compositions on the

plasma treated polymer surface (Vukanovic, 1988). Egitto et al have reported XPS

data of etched polyimide surfaces over a complete range of CF4 composition in a

CF4102 RF plasma (Egitto, 1985). 0 decreases steadily with increasing CF4%, while F

increases sharply after 30% CF4 and decreases slightly after 80% CF4. The extensive

fluorination of the surface is thought to be the most important reason for etch rate

decrease in fluorine rich mixtures.

1.3.2 Etching in NE3/Q2 and SF6IQ plasmas

Compared to CF4. very limited research has been devoted to other

halogenated gas mixtures. A review of all the literature that we are aware of on

etching of polymers in SF6102 and NF3/02 plasmas is presented in this section.

Turban's group has studied the etching of kapton H, a polyimide, in a parallel

plate reactor using SF6/02 mixtures has been studies (Turban, 1983; Kogoma, 1986).

Etch rates are reported in the range of 0.1 0.6 tmImin and two maxima, one in the

oxygen rich composition range and the other in the fluorine rich range are observed. It

was found that this polymer etched faster in at higher frequencies across a range of 25

kHz to 450 kHz. Higher etch rates led to lower surface roughness of the etched

samples.
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The etching of PR in a SF6/02 microwave multipolar plasma has also been

reported (Joubert, 1990; Coulon, 1991). Etch rate was found to exhibit a two-step

variation with energy of incident ions on the substrate. Adsorption of atomic fluorine

was found to be of the monolayer type (Joubert, 1990); Coulon has reported XPS data

for PR etched in an parallel plate RF plasma using SF6/02 mixture (Coulon, 1991).

Samples were analyzed inside the chamber (in situ) and after exposure to atmosphere

(ex situ). The difference in in situ and ex situ spectra was not significant in oxygen

rich mixtures, while there was a noticeable reduction in fluorine content in the ex situ

measurements in fluorine rich mixtures. The presence of W on the plasma treated

surfaces was proposed to have come from volatile etch products from etching of W

cathode redepositing on the PR surface. Baklanov has reported etching of Benzo

Cyclo Butane (BCB) and SiLK in SF6/02 mixtures in a Reactive Ion Etcher (ME)

(Baklanov, 1998). The RIE etch rate of BCB in a pure 02 plasma is still relatively low

compared to etching in a downstream plasma, whereas the etch rate of SiLK increases

dramatically when etched in a TUE using pure 02. As SF6% increases, the etch rate of

BCB increases to a maximum at 20% SF6, and decreases at SF6%>20. Etch rate of

SiLK decreases monotonously with SF6 addition. The difference in etch rates between

the two polymers becomes negligible after 20%. In a paper mainly exploring CF4/02

chemistry, Egitto et al. present one run of polyimide etch rate as a function of CF4%

(Egitto, 1985). When polymer is etched in SF6/02, the etch rate maximum shifts to

lower SF6%.
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Similarly, there has been relatively few studies on polymer etching using

NF3/02 mixtures. Baklanov has reported etching of BCB and SiLK in NF3/02

mixtures in a downstream plasma (Baklanov, 1998). Etch rates of BCB and SiLK

increase linearly with NF3% and go through a maximum of 1 j.imlmin at 20% and 10%

respectively and decrease with further increase in NF3%. A pure NF3 plasma does not

etch either of the polymers appreciably but decreases the permittivity and density of

the polymers. The fluorinated polymers are more chemically stable than untreated

polymers. Leu has reported Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra of polyimide

and poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) surfaces treated in a downstream microwave

plasma using NF3/02/Ar mixtures (Leu, 1991). The presence of acyl fluoride groups

appear and increase as PMMA etching progresses in a NF3/Ar plasma. In case of

polyimide etching in a NF3/Ar plasma, acyl fluoride and benzoyl fluoride peaks

appear as etching progresses. When polyirnide is etched using NF3/02 mixtures, the

acyl fluoride and benzoyl fluoride peaks decrease as 02% increases. CO and COF

species appear to be the main oxygenated species on the surface.

Iwamori has reported etching of polyimide using NF3/02 mixtures in a RF

discharge (Iwamori, 2000). It is proposed that the etching of polyimide in a pure 02

discharge is limited by formation of phenol groups on the polymer surface, which

prevents any further etching by oxygen. Addition of NF3 was used to investigate this

inhibiting step. The etch rate increases till about 30% NF3, reaches a maximum of 1.5

tmImin at 30% NF3 and decreases with further NF3 addition. The ratio of etch
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products CO and CO2 follow a similar trend as the etch rate with the maximum at

30% NF3 and decrease slower as NF3% increases.

1.3.3 Mechanism of polymer etching

Etching of polymers using oxygen and fluorine containing gas mixtures is

believed to occur by three basic steps (Koretsky, 1992).

1. Abstraction: The etching of saturated polymers begins with hydrogen abstraction

by fluorine free radicals. This creates a highly reactive bond dangling on the polymer

surface.

F.+R-HR.+HF (1.1)

In unsaturated and aromatic polymers, addition of the fluorine radical to the polymer

occurs, thereby making it saturated. This makes the carbon-carbon double bond weak

and easy to break.

F.+R-HR-CF. (1.2)

2. Etching: The polymer surface is attacked by atomic oxygen and the polymer is

etched away in the form of volatile etch gases like CO, CO2, H20, and COHF.

O+R.R+CO+CO2+H2O (1.3)

O+R-CF.--*R+COHF+COF,+H2O (1.4)

3. Passivation: Exposed polymer sites, after abstraction, provide a pathway for the

highly reactive fluorine radicals to react with the polymer surface and form
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fluoropolymers. These are very' hard to break and inhibit etching. This process

occurs when the feed gas mixture is rich in fluorine.

R.+F. *R-F (1.5)

PPO, an unsaturated, aromatic polymer having the chemical formula (C8H80) , is

used in this study.

1.4 Plasma Modeling

Numerous models have been developed to describe different plasma systems.

Modeling of plasma etching discharges involve describing the chemical and physical

phenomena in terms of mathematical equations and relating the influence of plasma

operating parameters to substrate etch processes. In the following section, a brief

review of the work done in modeling plasma systems relevant to the downstream

etching of polymers is presented.

1.4.1 Modeling of O and CF4LQ plasmas

Perhaps the first plasma model with a comprehensive treatment for the

chemistry of 02 was reported by Bell (Bell, 1971). Three major outputs are included:

(1) Distribution of charged species, (2) Distribution of uncharged species and (3)

Distribution of electric field strength. The distribution of charged species is modeled

using the processes of diffusion, mobility and forced convection. Uncharged species
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are modeled using the continuity equation. The processes occurring in the discharge

include El ionization, attachment and dissociation, charge transfer reactions and

recombination reactions. The electric field distribution is modeled according to the

constraint that the sum of displacement and conduction currents must be constant.

Oxygen and helium gases are used to validate this model.

Park and Economou have modeled a plasma assisted downstream etching

reactor for PR etching using oxygen gas (Park, 1989). In downstream etching

configurations, the system is modeled in terms of two separate regions the plasma

and the plasma afterglow. The fluid flow profile is obtained by solving the Navier-

Stokes equation. The temperature and concentration distributions are obtained by

solving two dimensional energy and mass balance equations. In the plasma region, El

dissociation of 02 serves as the primary reaction to generate 0, the etchant species. In

the downstream section 0 is consumed by both volume and surface recombination

processes. Heterogeneous etching of PR by 0 is modeled as a function of 0 atoms

reaching the substrate surface.

Wei and Phillips have modeled a downstream microwave discharge in a low

pressure oxygen plasma (Wei, 1993). The system was modeled along the direction of

flow. The plasma region was modeled as a non-isothermal system, while the

afterglow was modeled as an isothermal system. Electron temperature measurements

inside the plasma were made to validate the non-isothermal model. Diffusion was

assumed to be the major contributor to the transport of charged species, while bulk

flow was the dominant mechanism in the transport of neutrals.
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Plumb and Ryan have developed a model to describe the gas phase processes

occurring in a CF4/02 microwave discharge (Plumb, 1986). The reaction set consisted

of El dissociation reactions of CF4 into CF fragments and 02 into 0, free radical

exchange reactions and three body recombination reactions. One of the critical

parameters in their model was the branching ratio of CF4 into CF3 and CF2. Wall

recombination losses of 0 and F were neglected. Simple plug flow was assumed and

diffusion effects on transport were neglected. The model was solved in one dimension

along the axial direction using Gear's method of finite element solution.

Srinivasan et a! have developed a model for etching polymers in 02-CF4

plasmas (Srinivasan, 1985). The model development was divided into sub categories:

(1) Solution of Boltzmann equation to predict the EEDF and calculate radical and ion

concentrations as a function of operating parameters and (2) Heterogeneous process

of etching by 0 and F. The system was modeled as a Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor

(CSTR) and in the absence of residence time distribution data, a mean residence time

was used. Etch rate of polymer was proposed to be directly proportional to the F and

0 and inversely proportional to CF3.

In all of the models discussed above, the concentration profiles of charged

(electrons and ions) and uncharged (neutrals) species are a focal point of modeling.

These determine the flux of the etchant species to the substrate surface. These profiles

depend critically on the assumptions made during the model development. In a

downstream etching configuration, the etch rate depends on the efficiency of feed gas

dissociation in the discharge and the losses of the etchant species as they travel down
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the afterglow to the walls and due to gas phase reactions. This is related directly to the

concentration profiles obtained from the models. Hence, models can be a good way of

optimizing process parameters with limited experimental data.

1.4.2 Modeling of NF3LQ2 and SF'6LQ2 plasmas

The plasma chemistry of NF3/02 mixtures has received limited examination.

Meeks et al have studied the chemistry of NF3/02 mixtures in a downstream

microwave plasma system (Meeks, 1997). They have used a comprehensive reaction

scheme of 163 reactions that includes electron impact, free radical exchange, three

body recombination and charge transfer reactions. They have modeled the plasma

region as a mixed flow reactor and the downstream region as a plug flow reactor. The

electron impact reaction rate constants have been determined through solution of

Boltzmann equation by computer simulations. They have determined a minimum

downstream species set of F, F2, NF3, 02, SiF4, N2 and NOF through sensitivity

analysis using computer simulations over a range of process conditions. Their main

reactions consist of electron impact dissociation of NF3 into NF2 and NF fragments

and subsequent reactions of these fragments with 0 and F to form NOF and N2. SiF4

is produced through the erosion of the quartz tube due to reaction with atomic

fluorine. F2 is produced through recombination of atomic fluorine on the surface of

the quartz tube.
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Several papers address the reactions occurring in plasma discharges containing

SF6 and 02 feed gases. Addition of oxygen gas to SF6 greatly enhances the fluorine

atom concentration and increases the etch rate of Si (Ago stino, 1981).

Ryan and Plumb have studied the reaction pathway of a RF discharge of

SF6IO2IHe mixtures at a pressure of I torr (Ryan, 1990). The important reactions

identified by them are listed in Table 1.1. The reaction pathway is illustrated in Figure

1.1. Reactions 1 and 2 are first order electron impact (El) dissociation (denoted by an

e above the arrow) reactions occurring in the active discharge region. Reactions 3-6,

8-10 and 13-14 are second order three body recombination reactions (denoted by an

M above the arrow). Reactions 7, 11, 12 are free radical exchange reactions. Atomic

oxygen is produced only by electron impact dissociation of molecular oxygen.

Atomic fluorine is formed by both electron impact dissociation and free radical

reactions. The initial step in their reaction scheme was the electron impact

dissociation of SF6 into SF2 fragments. SF2 is an important intermediate in the

reaction scheme as it serves as the precursor for the formation of most of the other

species. SF2 fragments rapidly react with oxygen to form intermediate species like

SOF and SO2. These intermediates react with atomic oxygen and atomic fluorine,

which lead to the formation of stable final products, SOF4 and S02F2. As the

concentration of atomic oxygen increases, there is a significant increase in the

concentrations of S02F2 and molecular fluorine and a decrease ofSOF4.

The objective of this study is to study the effect of various process parameters

such as feed gas composition, reaction pressure, substrate temperature, total flow rate
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and microwave power on the etch rate of PPO in a downstream microwave plasma

using NF3/02 and SF6102 mixtures and to develop a model to describe the

homogeneous and heterogeneous processes which lead to etching.

SFo

IF_
SF5 > SOF4

IF IF
SF4 SOF3 S02F2

4F IF IF
SF3 SOF2 SO2F

I F IF IF
SF2 > SOF > S02

Figure 1.1 Reaction pathway of SF6102 plasma
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Table 1.1 Major reactions in a SF6/02 plasma

Number Reaction Rate Units
constant

1 SF6 e >SF2+4F 28 s_i

2 e >0+0 23 s_i

3 SF5 +F M >SF6 1 x l01 cm3s

4 SF4 +F M >SF l.7x 1012 cm3s1

5 SF3+F M
PSF4 1.6x cm3s'

6 SF2 + F M
> SF3 2.6 x 10-i2 cm3s1

7 SF5+OSOF4+F 2xl0" cm3s1

8 SOF3+F M
>SOF4 5x10 cm3s1

9 SOF2 +F M >SOF, 5.2 x cm3s'

10 SOF+F M
>SOF2

1x10'3 cm3s

11 SF2 + 0 SOF + F 1.1 x 100 cm3s1

12 SOF+0 -3 SO2 +F 7.9 x cm3s'

13 SO2 + F M
> SO2F 2 x i0 cm3s

14 SO2F +F M >SO2F, 1x10'1 cm3s'

All values taken from Ryan and Plumb (1990).

An e above the arrow denotes El dissociation reaction

A M above the arrow denotes three body recombination reaction.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL

A downstream microwave plasma etcher has been used to study the etch

dynamics of PPO using NF3/02 and SF6/02 mixtures. The main objective of this

study is to investigate the gaseous precursors of etching and study the effect of

various process parameters. Downstream plasma etching is used to isolate the

chemical component of etching i.e. free radical etching, from the physical aspect i.e.

ion bombardment. The effects of gas composition, processing pressure, gas flow rate

and substrate temperature are investigated. A sheet of PPO coated epoxy glass is used

as the substrate for etching. Etch rates are determined by weight difference using an

analytical balance. Preliminary analysis of the etched surface topography using

profilometry is also presented. Chemical composition of the surface and the

functional groups present on the surface post etch are analyzed using XPS and Time

of Flight-Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). The theory and operation of

the surface analysis instrumentation are discussed in Section 2.2

2.1 Downstream microwave plasma system

The experimental apparatus used in this study is shown in Figure 2.1. The

downstream microwave plasma system consists of two major components: (1) a

microwave plasma and (2) a reaction chamber. The microwave plasma generates

reactive species upstream in a quartz tube. These are then transported to the reaction

chamber where etching of PPO occurs.
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The microwave plasma system consists of a plasma applicator, which is

electronically connected to a microwave generator. The plasma applicator surrounds

a quartz tube, 1.86cm I.D, 2.54cm O.D, 35cm length. One end of the tube is inserted

into the reaction chamber while the other end of the tube is connected to the feed gas

controllers. The quartz tube is coated with phosphoric acid on the inner walls to

reduce wall recombination of 0 and F atoms. The plasma is ignited using a

microwave power generator operating at a frequency of 2.45GHz with an effective

power of 50-1000W. Once plasma is generated, the reactive species from the tube

transport into the reaction chamber. The substrate is positioned 3cm from the end of

the tube. A cooling water system is used to cool the generator while it is operating.

A 6-way stainless steel cube with 8" Conflat flanges on each face is used as

the reaction chamber. A substrate heater is mounted normal to the quartz tube at the

back end of the cube. One side face contains a glass window for viewing purposes.

The pressure in the chamber is regulated with a throttling valve. The whole chamber

is pumped down using a roots blower backed by a mechanical pump. The base

pressure in the chamber is typically about 30 mtorr.

A load lock system is installed on the side port opposite to the glass window.

This consists of a 6" gate valve, a 4 way cross and a linear transport rod. A custom

made sample holder is attached on the end of the rod using an engagement device

which locks on when the substrate holder is transported into the reaction chamber and

disengages when the sample holder is placed on the substrate heater. The load lock
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chamber is evacuated with a mechanical pump and a 3 way valve controls ventilation

of the chamber.

Experimental data including system pressure and substrate temperature are

collected and recorded using a computer assisted data acquisition system. A 2"

square coupon of PPO coated epoxy glass is used as the sample in this study. High

purity gases, Ar (99.999%), oxygen (99.994%), NF3 (97%) and SF6 (97%) are used as

reactant gases in this study. Before the start of each run, the system is pumped down

to 30 mtorr to remove the water vapor in the system

A preweighed 2" square sample of PPO coated epoxy glass is placed on the

sample holder. The sample is loaded into the loading chamber and sealed. The

chamber is then pumped down to about 30 mtorr. The gate valve is then opened and

the sample is transferred into the reaction chamber. Once the sample is seated

securely inside the rod is withdrawn and the gate valve is closed. Fixing the position

of the throttle valve sets the pressure in the reaction chamber. A pre-determined

mixture of etchant gases (NF3, SF6, 02 and Ar) is supplied into the chamber at a fixed

flow rate. The substrate is heated up to the required temperature and maintained at

that value. Following this, plasma is ignited and the sample is etched for a specified

time. The plasma is then switched off. The sample is unloaded on the basis of

reverse procedure of loading. The sample is weighed again and the etch rate is

calculated from the weight difference.
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The range of experimental conditions is reported in Table 2.1. The total gas

flow rate is investigated across a range of 48 sccm to 384 seem for SF6 and 42 seem

to 566 seem for NF3. The effect of Argon dilution on etch rate is studied for flow

rates of 0 and 12 seem. SF6 feed compositions over the range of 0.26% to 15% are

chosen. Higher SF6 compositions were not used because the surface of the polymer

becomes passivated due to increase in fluorine concentrations. NF3 feed compositions

across the range of 0.85% to 30% are studied. Microwave power is kept constant at

100W for SF6 experiments while the effect of power on NF3/02 etching is studied for

50, 100 and 200W. Reaction pressures of 0.5, 0.8 and 1.1 ton are studied. Four

different substrate temperatures, 25, 100, 150 and 200C, are studied for SF6, while

experiments with NF'3 are done at 25, 100 and 150C. The time of etching is kept

constant at 20 minutes for studying effects of other process parameters. Effect of

etching time is studied for NF3 at 5, 10, 15, 20 minutes respectively. The effect of

surface recombination losses to the walls of the quartz tube is examined for

"conditioned" and "unconditioned" walls. Effect of SF6 addition to NF3102 mixtures

is studied for 0%, 0.2 1% and 0.52% SF6 added.

2.2 Surface analysis techniques

In this section, the tecimiques used to analyze the surface characteristics ofthe

etched samples are presented. A brief description of the theory of operation and the

analysis instrumentation is discussed.
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2.2.1 Profilometry

Electromechanical surface measurements of etched PPO samples are made

using a Dektak 8 Stylus Profiler (profilometer). A diamond tipped stylus contacts the

sample with a constant force of 15 mg to measure the topography as the sample is

slowly transported on a stage. Detailed three dimensional mapping of a sample

surface is accomplished by defining scan location, scan area and number of scans.

The resolution is determined by the length of time for a scan with respect to distance

scanned. Data collected with the profilometer are converted to images with the

Dektak Vision 32. The program has several data analysis options including average

height of sample and roughness calculations. The average height is calculated by

averaging the ten largest peak to valley distances. Roughness is a measure of the

irregularities of the surface. It is evaluated with the ANSIB46. 1 standard, given in

Equation 2.1

Ra =Zi zi (2.1)

Where Ra is the roughness of the etched surface, z1 is the th measurement, z is the

mean of n measurements.

Each sample is aligned with a marker on the profiler stage to maintain

consistency in the x and y locations of scan area. Four complete mapping scans are

completed on each sample, with two measurements approximately on center and two

scans approximately 0.5cm from the side. Forty scans of 13 seconds each on a 5000 x
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5000tm area resulted in a resolution of 1 28.2tmIscan in the y direction. Along the x

direction, the data are obtained continuously.

2.2.2 XPS

In XPS, the solid sample is irradiated by a beam of soft x-rays, leading to the

photoemission of core electrons. The energy of the electrons is characteristic of the

element and the subshell from which the photoelectron originated. Since the areas of

the photoemission peaks are related to the concentrations of the elements in the

outermost 5-10 nm of the sample surface, it is straightforward to determine the

relative elemental concentration in this region. XPS can detect every element except

hydrogen and helium. The detection limit for most elements is 0.1-0.3 atomic percent.

In addition, small shifts in electron binding energy can often be detected in spectra

acquired at low pass energies ("high-resolution" spectra), which allows the

determination of the bonding environment: for example, an ether carbon can be

distinguished from a hydrocarbon. Peak fitting can then be done to give the relative

amount of each type of chemical bond present: for example, the amount of carbon is

in an ether carbon-type bond, and the amount of carbon in a hydrocarbon. XPS

spectra were acquired on a Kratos Hsi XPS instrument using the monochromatized Al

source. The source was operated at 200W. The vacuum in the main chamber was at

least 7 x 1 08 torr during data acquisition. Spectra used to determine composition were

acquired at 80eV pass energy. High-resolution spectra were acquired at 20eV pass

energy. The sample was irradiated with low-energy electrons during data acquisition

in order to achieve optimal signal-to-noise ratios and peak widths.
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2.2.3 ToF-SIMS

ToF-SIMS is a mass spectrometry method useful for studying solid surfaces.

A pulsed energetic beam of primary ions is directed at the surface, initiating a series

of "collision cascades" which result in the ejection of atoms and molecules from the

outermost 2 nm of a surface. A fraction of these secondary species are charged, and

the mass to charge ratio of the charged secondary species can be determined by

measuring the time needed to travel from the surface to a detector. Briefly, the

secondary ions are accelerated in electrostatic fields to a common kinetic energy.

Differences in mass of the various secondary species lead to differences in speed,

which in turn leads to differences in transit times through the flight tube. Since

atomic species are detected, the elements present at the surface can be identified. The

molecular species detected generally reflect the chemical functionalities that exist on

the surface. Static SIMS spectra were acquired on an ION-ToF ToF-SIMS IV

instrument using bunched 25 kV Au ions. The electron flood gun was used to

compensate for charging effects.

These two techniques are complimentary. The excellent sensitivity routinely

available with SIMS makes it possible to detect small amounts of impurities that do

not show up in XPS spectra. On the other hand, it is difficult to quantify SIMS data,

whereas relative composition is easily determined with XPS.
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Table 2.1 Range of experimental operating conditions

Process Variables Operating ranges Operating ranges for SF6
for NF3

Inlet gas composition

Fluorinated gas % 0.85% 30% 0.26% - 15%

Ar% Oand2O% Oand2O%

Total flow rate (sccm) 42 566 48 384

Pressure (torr) 0.5, 0.8, 1.1 0.5, 0.8

Substrate temperature (C) 25, 100, 150 100, 150, 200

Microwave power (W) 50, 100 and 200 100

Processing time (minutes) 5, 10, 15, 20 20
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CHAPTER 3

MODELING OF DOWNSTREAM PLASMA CHEMISTRY FOR DIFFERENT
FLUORINATED GAS MIXTURES

A model to describe the chemistry of a downstream microwave plasma has

been developed. The objective of this exercise will be to study the gas phase reactions

in the plasma region and the downstream region. This model can be used as a guide

for further studies, or as a supplementary source of information in analyzing

experimental results. The processes involved in the chemistry of two different gas

mixtures, NF3/02 and SF6/02 have been studied.

Figure 3.1 shows the geometry of the experimental system, which is used in

this work. For modeling purposes, the system is divided into two regions: (1) a

microwave plasma discharge and (2) downstream region. Electron impact reactions,

free radical reactions and wall recombination occur in the plasma discharge (region

1), while the downstream region (region 2) takes into account only free radical and

recombination reactions.

3.1 A steady state model for a downstream microwave plasma system

A one-dimensional model is developed on the basis of conservation of mass

and momentum of individual species. The whole system is modeled as a plug flow

reactor, with constant gas number density.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the downstream tubular reactor. Two separate regions are
modeled: (1) reactions in the plasma discharge, (2) reactions in the downstream
section

This model is developed by performing a mass balance along the direction of

flow. Assuming constant temperature and pressure, the conservation of moles for

species i in a differential element is given by

(3.1)

where N1 is the molar flux of species i, C1 is the concentration of i and R1 is the molar

rate of production or consumption of i by reaction inside the tube. Equation 3.1 is set

equal to zero for steady state.

The molar flux is given by
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N. =D11VC1 +C1v (3.2)

Where Djm is the diffusivity of i in the gas mixture and v is the molar average

velocity.

For one dimensional flow along the z axis, at steady state, substitution of Equation 3.2

into Equation 3.1 gives

d2C1 mdC.
2

+ v -i- R, (3.3)
dz dz

C1 is related to the total mass density, p by

'x1M (3.4)

Where M is the molecular weight of the individual species. The mole fraction of

species i, x, is related to the mass fraction, w1 by

x M1
Ci)

X1M1
(3.5)

For a constant density system, the model is then reduced to a set of equations

based on mass balance of the individual species

dw d2ci.
pvz'--pDjm

dz2
=r (3.6)

dz

Where r1 is the mass rate of production of i, and v is the average velocity in the z

direction.

Equation 3.6 accounts for transport of the individual species i by convection

and by diffusion. The relative importance of convection to diffusion can be obtained

by evaluating the Peclet number, Pe:



Pe = V1L/Dim

Where L is the length of the tube (cm).

(3.7)

Even though a variety of different compositions will be modeled, one

representative value of the Peclet number will be calculated, that for a binary mixture

of SF6 and 02. At a pressure of 0.8 ton, v1 for 48 sccm of SF6 is 244 cmls. Using the

Fuller, Schettler and Giddings equation for estimating gas diffusivity (Perry's

Chemical Engineers Handbook, Section 3, 1996) D5F602 at 0.8 ton and 313K is

97cm2/s. Using these values, across a length of 3 5cm, we get Pe 80, which indicates

convection dominates in this system. Therefore, the second term in Equation 3.6 is

neglected. The mass balance equations are finally reduced to the form:

pv = r
dz

(3.8)

The reaction rates are expressed using the appropriate rate equations. The

electron impact reactions are assumed to be pseudo first order reactions. The reaction

rates of all other reactions are given by second order reactions. The mass balance is

solved for all the species in the system with the constraint

wi =1 (3.9)

The initial conditions of the mass balance equations are the feed gas

concentration of species i, Co10 , at the inlet.

(oL=0 (Oo (3.10)
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Since we assume that the flow is isothermal, the energy conservation equation

is neglected, although in reality the plasma section, where the power is input, will

have a larger temperature than the downstream region.

3.2 Reaction scheme for NF3/02 mixtures

3.2.1 Defining the reaction pathway

The reaction kinetics are largely based on the work of Meeks (1997) who have

modeled a system with chemistry similar to the one used here. Their work is based on

a comprehensive reaction scheme of 163 reactions that includes electron impact, free

radical exchange, three body recombination and charge transfer reactions. In this

study, a reduced set of chemical reactions is used. The reduced reaction set is shown

in Table 3.1. There are three electron impact reactions, three three-body

recombination reactions, eleven free radical exchange reactions and two surface

recombination reactions. All the charge transfer reactions are omitted from this study.

All species produced in these reactions are also omitted. The electron impact

dissociation of NF3 alone is examined in this study. Hence all other El reactions are

omitted. Simulations done with this configuration produces results which reduces the

number of species to thirteen, NF3, NF2, NF, F, F2, NOF, N2F2, N2F4, 0, N2, 02, FO

and F20. Since F20 is produced only by reaction of FO with F and recombines with a

third body at a much faster rate into FO the effect of F20 is not significant on the

simulation results. Hence the reactions involving only the other twelve species are

used in this study.
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3.2.2 Electron impact dissociation rate constants

Meeks has estimated the El impact rate constants by solving the Boltzmann

equation for the EEDF and integrating these with the dissociation cross section data

from literature over the electron energy range. They report the results with an

Arrhenius type correlation of electron temperature to dissociation rate constant.

Figure 3.2 plots the rates of dissociation into fragments NF2 and NF as a function of

electron energy. The branching ratio of NF3 into NF2 and NF varies from 100 to 1

over an average electron energy range of I to 6 eV. In the simulation reported in this

study, two different branching ratios, 9:1 and 1:1 are used. Additionally, two different

total NF3 dissociation rate constants are used: 28 and 1000. These values, as well as

the ones used for 02 are fixed to match the values used in SF6 simulations as

discussed in Section 3.3.2.

3.2.3 Three body recombination

Meeks has calculated three body recombination and free radical exchange rate

constants from thermo chemical data. Again, these are reported in Arrhenius

relationships. In this model, the rate constants are calculated at a gas temperature of

313 K. Meeks have not incorporated the effect of pressure on the two and three body

recombination rate constants by relating them to total gas density. Hence the

simulations done in this study have been run by incorporating the total gas number

concentration at a particular pressure in the rate equation of the two or three body

recombination.
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Table 3.1. Reaction set used for NF3/02 model

Number
Reaction Rate constant Units

1 NF3 e > NF2 + F See Section 3.2.2 s_I

2 NF3 e >NF +2F See Section 3.2.2
3 02 e See Section 3.3.2
4 NF2 M NF+F 8.7x1021
5 NF2 +NF-N2F2 +F 3.1 x 1012 cm3s'
6 F0+F0 >F+F+02 2.1x1O'2 cm3s
7 NF2+F2 NF3+F 2.3x1O'6 cm3s1
8 NF +NF-N2+F+F' 2x1012 cm3s
9 NF +NF N2 +F2 4 x 10 cm3s1
10 NF+N2F2 F +N2 +NF2 2x 1O12 cm3s
11 0 +F0 >02+F 5x10_H cm3s

12 NF2 +0 >NOF +F 1.25 x lO cm3s1

13 NF2+0 >NF +F0 1.8x10'2 cm3s1
14 F0+ NF2 >NOF +2F 3.8x 1O12 cm3s1

15 0 +F2 >F0 +F 8.7x10'4 cm3s1

16 F +NF2 M >NF3 1.03 x i0° cm3s1
17 NF2+NF2 M )NF 1.5 x 10.32 cm3s
18 F + F wall

> F2 )'F8X 1 0 cm3s1
19 0+0 wall >02 yo=1x103 cm3s1

An e above the arrow denotes El dissociation reaction.

A M above the arrow denotes three body recombination reaction.

A wall above the arrow denotes wall recombination reaction.
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3.3 Reaction scheme for SFdO2 mixtures

3.3.1 Defining the reaction pathway

The reaction set contains two electron impact reactions, nine free radical

recombination reactions and three free radical exchange reactions and two surface

recombination reactions. The free radical reactions are reaction numbers 3 14 in

Table 1.1. The electron impact and surface recombination reactions are listed in Table

3.2. Only one electron impact reaction involving SF6 has been used in this model. All

sixteen reactions are included in the plasma region, and the electron impact reactions

are omitted in the downstream region.

The electron impact rate constants are estimated by integrating the electron

energy distribution with the dissociation cross section and further adjusted on the

basis of consumption of feed gases. These are discussed in the following section. All

other rate constants are obtained from the work of Ryan and Plumb (1990), Greaves

and Linnett (1959) and Flamm et al (1979).

3.3.2 Electron Impact dissociation rate constants

Consider a generic electron impact inelastic collision. The chemical reaction

can be described as:

e + M P1 + P2 + e (3.1 1)

Where M is the reactant molecule and Pi and P2 are the dissociation products. These

products may be reactive neutral fragments as in the case of electron impact

dissociation or an ion and an electron as in electron impact ionization.

The rate of an El reaction can be expressed as a second order rate equation
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re = keflcflM (3.12)

Where n is the electron number density in the plasma region (#1cm3), nM is the

number density of the reactant molecule (#1cm3), and ke is the second order rate

constant (cm3/s). Combining ke and ne into kd, the rate equation can be expressed in a

pseudo first order form

re = -kdnM

Where kd is the pseudo first order rate constant (1)

(3.13)

Phelps et al. (1988) have calculated ke for SF6 as a function of fractional SF6

concentration in SF6/02 mixtures as

ke = (a dINF) W (3.14)

Where (a d/N) is the swarm coefficient of the process (cm2), F is the fractional

concentration of SF6 in the mixture, and W is the electron drift velocity (emls).

Plumb and Ryan (1986) have used the plasma conductivity theory to calculate

n. They have used the values of k from equation 3.14, along with their values of n

to estimate values of kd for SF6/02 mixtures. All of their calculations are based on the

assumption that the processes in the plasma are attachment controlled, i.e. the degree

of dissociation is very low so the composition of the feed gas is essentially

unchanged.

In this work, integration of the EEDF with the dissociation cross section,

along with simulation experiments is used to determine kd for SF6 and 02

dissociation.

From the kinetic theory of gases, the El rate constant kd is given by
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kd e
:JdIS

(E)f(E)dE (3.15)

Where E is the electron energy, dis (E) is the cross section for the dissociation

reaction and f (E) is the EEDF.

As discussed in Chapter 1, glow discharge plasmas are weakly ionized media

with a degree of ionization approximately one millionth. Chou et al (1993) have

estimated the electron density in an oxygen microwave plasma similar to the one used

in this study as a function of distance from the inlet of the plasma. The relation

between n and z is given by

n = (3.1 1-0.24z)xlO'1/cm3 (3.16)

Where z is the distance from the inlet of the plasma. Based on this, we estimate an

average electron density value of 2. 5x l0'1/cm3.

Christophorou and Olthoff have investigated the electron impact dissociation

of SF6 into SF3, SF2 and SF fragments (Christophorou, 2000). The cross section for

dissociation into SF5 and SF4 was below their detection limit. The threshold energies

of these processes are in the range of 15 22eV. The total cross section for

dissociation of SF6 into SF3, SF2 and SF neutrals is shown in Figure 3.3. In this study

the total dissociation cross section ofSF6 is integrated with the EEDF to calculate kd,

as there is no information available on the branching ratio of SF6 into fragments.

The electron attachment dissociation of 02 has been investigated by

Heidenreich et a! (Heidenreich, 1988). The cross section for El dissociative

attachment of 02 into 0 and 0 has been measured over a electron energy range of 5
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assumptions are made which simplify the equation. If the frequency of the applied

field is less than the characteristic collision frequency and the momentum collision

cross section varies as (1/v), a Maxwellian EEDF results:

-15E
3/2 1/2 <E>f(E) = 2.07. < E > E e (3.17)

where <E> is the mean electron energy and v is the electron velocity. When the

momentum collision cross section is independent of the electron energy, a

Druyvesteyn EEDF results:

-.545E2

f(E) = 1.034. < E >_3/2 E112e <E>2 (3.18)

In this study, we use the cross section data discussed in the previous section,

and use equation 3.15 to calculate kd for SF6 and 02 for the Maxwell and Druyvesteyn

EEDFs. Figure 3.4 shows the effect of mean electron energy on kd.

As seen from the figure, at lower average electron energies, the rate constants

from the maxwellian distribution for 02 and SF6 are approximately equal. At higher

mean electron energies, both distributions predict a higher value of k for SF6. Similar

studies done by Hsu et al (1999) using the same plasma system for CF4/02 mixtures

used a mean electron energy of 7 eV. In this study we examine two values of kd, at

low and high mean electron energies, of 28 and 1000
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3.3.3 Three body recombination rate constants

The rate constants of three body recombination reactions have been taken

from the study of Ryan and Plumb. They have estimated the rate constants of

reactions 3 6 and 8 10 in Table 1.1 as a function of M, the total gas density that is

dependent on the pressure.

This is given by the following equation

k0 [IVI] (l+[loIo(ko[M]/k. )]2 )_tk=
1+ k0 [M] /

/

(3.19)

where k0 and k are the low and high pressure limiting rate constant and F is a

collision factor for strong and weak energy collisions.

The values reported by Ryan and Plumb at 1 torr and those calculated by 3.19

at 0.5 and 1 ton are given in Table 3.3. For reactions 3 6 and 8 - 10 the effect of

these reaction rate constants on the simulation results is not significant from 0.5 ton

to 1 ton. The reported rate constant of reaction 10 by Ryan and Plumb is 50 times

lower than the calculated value. However, this was necessary for them to achieve

good agreement with the experimental results. This rate constant was the only

adjustable rate constant in their studies. In this study, the effect of this rate constant

has no significant impact on all major product concentrations except SOF4 and S02F2

at higher SF6%. The ratio of SOF4 to S02F2 produced at 60% SF6 changes by

approximately an order of magnitude in going from the reported values to the

calculated values. Since the etching species, 0 and F are not impacted by the change

in these rate constants with pressure, the correlation of these species to the etch rate of
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PPO will not be significantly affected also. Hence, the values reported by Ryan and

Plumb at 1 ton is used for all pressures.

Table 3.2 Reactions included for SF6/02 model

Number Reaction Rate Units Reference
constant

1 SF6 e >SF, +4F 1000 s_i See 3.3.2
2 02 e 1000 s_I See 3.3.2
15 F + F wail

> F2 YF=8x 1 0 cm3s Flamm et al (1979)
16 0 + 0 wail >02 yo1xlO3 cm3s Greaves and Linnett

(1959)

An e above the anow denotes El dissociation reaction.

A wall above the anow denotes wall recombination reaction.

Table 3.3 Calculated and reported three body recombination rate constants

Reaction Reaction Reported Estimated Estimated
number value by value at 1 ton value at 0.5

Ryan and ton
Plumb at 1
ton

3 SF5+F M >SF lx lO 9.9x 10.i2 9.9x 1012
4 SF4 +F M

>SF5 1.7x 10i2 3.4x 1012 2.6x 1012
5 SF+F M

>SF4 l.6xlO l.9xlOH l.9x10
6 SF2 + F M

> SF3 2.6 x 1 02 4.1 x 1 012 2.3 x I 0i2

8 S0F3+F M
>SOF4 5x10 5x10 5xl0U

9 SOF2+F M
>SOF3 5.2x i0 6.7x 10i4 3.8x i0'4

10 SOF+F M
>SOF2

lx 1013 4.9x 1012 2.9x 10i2
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3.4 Wall recombination reactions

Reactions 15 and 16 in Table 3.2 represent recombination reactions of atomic

oxygen and fluorine occurring on the walls of the quartz tube. Equation 3.20 gives the

rate constant of the wall recombination reaction

=--uy1 (3.20)

Where u is the thermal velocity of species i given by

18KTu = I (3.21)

and M is the atomic mass of species i. The probability of an atomic species

recombining with another after it reaches the surface is represented by the

recombination coefficient, y.

The mechanism of atomic oxygen recombination has been explained by Kim

and Boudart (1991) using a sequence of unit processes including adsorption, surface

diffusion and desorption. The incoming flux of oxygen atoms are chemisorbed on

active sites on the surface. Once it is bonded to the surface, the atom can either be

desorbed without recombination or it can diffuse along the surface and recombine

with another atom. Hence the probability of recombining is dependent on the

availability of active sites and the coverage of active sites on the surface. The active

site coverage on the surface is influenced by factors like water adsorption on the

surface, surface roughness and age of the surface.

In this study, the wall recombination coefficient of 0 and F is varied over the

range of 0 to I O and the effect of this on the gas concentrations is examined in
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Chapter 4. For all other simulation experiments, the values proposed by Greaves and

Linett (1959) is used for atomic oxygen and the values proposed by Flamm et al

(1979) are used for atomic fluorine. The coefficients at 200C are used. The oxygen

and fluorine recombination coefficients are 1x103 and 8x10 respectively.

3.5 Method of solution

The set of non-homogenous differential equations is solved numerically by the

finite element technique of Euler's method. An even step interval of 0.1 m is taken

along the z direction, giving 1x105 steps in the plasma region and 6.6x105 steps in the

downstream region. The computation is carried out in an IBM Pentium personal

computer with a FORTRAN program using the double precision variable format.

3.6 Model verification for NF3/02 and SF6/02 mixtures

3.6.1 Comparison ofNF3Q2 model to literature

The accuracy of this model is checked by comparing the results of Meeks to

the model. Figure 3.5 shows the (a) results of the model simulation and (b) results of

Meeks. These plot the mole fractions of gases versus axial position starting at the

downstream section (z = 30cm). Meeks et al have not specifically stated some of the

process conditions for this simulation results. The total flow rate of NF3 was set at 75

sccm for all their simulations and at a pressure of 0.525 ton. The flow rate of 02 and

other parameters have not been stated specifically. Our model parameters have been
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set at 75 sccm NF3 and 225 seem 02 with a mean electron energy of 6eV at the same

pressure. The results agree qualitatively with most major gas species F, 02, N2, F2,

SiF4, NOF and NF3. The F mole fraction is --O.5 which is slightly higher than in our

model which is -0.43. The amount of 02 and N2 produced is higher in our model.

These three species make up the majority of the moles in the gas mixture. There is

unreacted NF3 present in both cases. However, the amount unreacted (lO2) is much

lower in our model. NOF is detected at levels slightly higher than 1 O in our model,

which is lower than their results. F2 and SiF4 trend up as they travel down the tube in

both cases. Apart from these species, NO is also detected in our simulations. The

quantitative differences between the two results may be attributed to the omission of

charge transfer reactions involving neutral molecules. Also, the El rate constants are

unknown for their simulation, as is their 02 flow rate.
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3.6.2 Comparison of SF6IQ model to literature

The correctness and the accuracy of the model simulation are checked by

comparing the simulation results with those reported by Ryan and Plumb (1990).

Their one-dimensional model incorporated a set of 47 chemical reactions and the

resulting set of differential equation was solved using Gear's method. Changes in

flow velocity were considered and diffusion effects were neglected. This study uses

the simplified set of equations discussed in Section 3.3.1. The rate coefficients,

reactor configuration and the reaction conditions are set identical to those used by

Ryan and Plumb. Wall recombination is neglected to match Ryan and Plumb's

results. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 plot the concentration of various species as a function of

the distance along the tube. Part (a) of both figures, the results from our simulations

are reported; part (b) plots those from Ryan and Plumb. Figure 3.6 shows results fora

20% SF6! 80% 02 mixture with a total flowrate of 27 sccm while Figure 3.7 is for

90% SF6/l0% 02 mixture.The results agree with Ryan and Plumb's results for most

gas species, especially for the major products F, 0, S02F2, SOF4 and SiF4 The trends

of these species as they travel down the tube is very similar to that reported by Ryan

and Plumb. The results from our model is based on the reduced reaction set proposed

by Ryan and Plumb. The results from Ryan and Plumb take into account a number of

reactions which produce intermediates and final products. The difference in the trends

of intermediates such as SOF and SOF2 are due to formation of these species through

reactions not included in the current model. Also, the results from Ryan and Plumb
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with the reduced reaction set give good agreement within 10% of F in the plasma and

20% of stable products downstream as with the complete reaction set.

In case of 20% SF6, we do not detect any SOF2 or SO in the plasma above

10'2/cm3. Also the amount ofSOF4 produced is an order of magnitude higher but the

concentration is very small (1013)and hence is not significant to impact the

concentrations of the other major products(10'5). In the case of 90% SF6, none of

the intermediates except SOF2 survive after the discharge region in our simulation.

This can be attributed to the extra reactions involved in their reaction set.

A representative plot of the output from the reactor model used in this study is

shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 plots the concentration of gases versus z at 3.3% SF6.

48sccm total flow rate, 0.5 torr pressure. yo and F are set at 0.0075 and 0.0008

respectively The concentrations of gases change due to homogeneous and

heterogeneous reactions occuring as they flow down the tube. The plasma region is

from z = 0 to z 5 cm. The afterglow region is from 5 cm to 35 cm. As the feed

gases, SF6 and 02, flow through the plasma region, they are broken up into SF2, F and

0. This is seen by the decrease in the feed gas concentration and the increase in 0 and

F concentrations inside the plasma region. A series of reactions between SF2, 0 and F

leads to the formation of stable products, S02F2 and SOF4. Intermediates such as SO2

and SO2F fall below significant levels (< 1012 cm3) after a few centimeters

downstream of the plasma. Atomic fluorine and atomic oxygen are consumed by wall

recombination reaction in the afterglow region. The increase in molecular oxygen

and fluorine results from the recombination processes.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter results from etch rate experiments are presented. Etch rate data

from etching experiments done with NF3/02 and SF6/02 are analyzed. The etch rate

dependence on process parameters such as feed composition, processing pressure,

substrate temperature, total flow rate and microwave power is studied for NF3 and

SF6/O2IAr mixtures. Surface analysis of etched samples done using profilometry, XPS

and SIMS is presented.

Etch rate is calculated by

10000AW/(p A t) (4.1)

Where R0 is the etch rate in microns/minute, AW is the weight lost due to etching in

grams, p is the density of PPO in grams/cc, A is the surface area of the PPO sample in

cm2 and t is the time of etching in minutes.

4.1 Etching in NF3102 mixtures

Figure 4.1 plots the average etch rate vs. NF3% for pressures of 0.5, 0.8 and

1.1 ton. NF3% is defined as %NF3/(NF3+02), without considering Ar. Data are

reported at 100 C, variable flow rate (58.5 to 42 sccm), including Ar dilution of 12

sccm. These data were collected using the "conditioned" quartz tube. At all three

pressures, the qualitative behavior is similar. At low NF3%, the etch rate increases
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with NF3%, goes through a maximum and then decreases as the NF3% is further

increased. Such a maximum in etch rate is often exhibited in the parametric studies

presented in this thesis and can be understood in terms of the discussion below. In

later cases, detailed discussion will be presented only when etch behavior does not

follow this particular trend with NF3%. This trend is identical to that observed in

CF4102 gas mixtures, and can be understood in terms of an optimal 0/F ratio (Egitto,

1985). At low NF3%, smaller quantities of atomic fluorine impinge on the substrate.

In this region, etching is limited by the creation of dangling bonds through the

abstraction of H. Thus, the etch rate increases with NF3%. In addition to providing F

atoms for abstraction, it is proposed that addition of NF3 to the 02 plasma enhances

the dissociation and creates more 0 atoms for etching, similar to what is observed in

CF4/02 mixtures (Heidenreich, 1987). At the maximum etch rate, the number of

dangling bonds created on the surface marches the impingement of atomic oxygen.

This optimum ratio of 0 to F is obtained at approximately 7.7% NF3 for all pressures

studied. As NF3% increases further, surface fluorination passivates the surface and the

etch rate decreases. This type of behavior has been reported by Hsu when etching

PPO with CF4/02 mixtures in the same plasma system used in this study (Hsu, 1999).

Likewise, the etch rate increases with pressure, goes through a maximum and

then decreases. The maximum average etch rate observed was 1.6 tmImin at a

pressure of 0.8 torr and a NF3% of 7.7. The effect of pressure on plasma etching of

polymers has received limited study in CF4/02 gas mixtures, although some data are

available for pure 02 plasmas. Changing the pressure changes the dynamic processes
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within a plasma. In general, the electron temperature decreases as pressure increases,

and the electron number density stays relatively constant (Flamm, 1989). However,

Langmuir probe measurements in an 02 microwave plasma have shown that the

electron temperature decreases, goes through a minimum at 1 OOmTorr and then

increases (Heidenreich, 1987). The same study reports the ion density and,

presumably, the electron density decrease dramatically with pressure. Increases in

electron temperature or electron density lead to an increase in dissociation into

reactive etchant species. Moreover, higher pressure leads to a higher concentration of

feed gases for dissociation. In addition to production within the plasma, the amounts

of etchant species are affected by recombination processes as they flow downstream

to the substrate. At constant flow rate, higher pressure increases the residence time

leading to greater recombination. One study has shown the partial pressure of 0 in a

downstream microwave discharge to decrease linearly with pressure (Lerner, 1988)

while another group reports the 0 intensity, as measured by an Optical Emission

Spectrometer (OES), increases with pressure, goes through a maximum and decreases

with further increase in pressure (Dzioba, 1982). The latter paper, also correlates the

0 intensity with that of CO. an etch product; however, they do not normalize the

emission intensities using actinometly. An etch rate maximum with pressure was

observed at 0.1 torr in the RIE of amorphous carbon in an 02 plasma (Park, 1996).

However, the authors explain this phenomenon in terms of ion bombardment and

sheath processes, which are not relevant in the downstream plasma in this thesis.

Since a greater etch rate is observed at 0.8 ton than at 0.5 or 1.1 ton, the trade-off
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As the temperature increases, the NF3% at the etch rate maximum also increases and

the etch rate becomes greater. Maxima are observed at approximately 7.7% NF3 for

25 C to 9.3% at 1 50C. At NF3% larger than the maxima, the etch rate increases

notably with temperature. Robinson has reported similar behavior in etching

polyimide in a downstream microwave CF4/02 plasma. The shift in the maxima to

higher fluorine concentrations as temperature increases is explained by the greater

thermally activated desorption of fluorine from the surface (Robinson, 1985). Since it

appears that the controlling mechanism at low NF3% is not dependent on temperature,

we propose, in this region, which we term "initiation controlled", etching is limited by

the abstraction of H. This process depends on the F atom concentration and just

weakly on T. The thermally activated desorption of F proposed by Robinson might

be expected to also reduce the number of abstracted sites available for etching, and

lead to lower etch rates at low NF3% as well. At higher NF3% where the etch rate

curves diverge, another temperature dependent process becomes dominant. This

process could be the 0 propagated etching reaction, which would clearly be an

activated process. At higher temperature, etch rates are greater, leading to a more

quickly renewed polymer surface. Thus, greater fluorine concentrations are needed to

passivate the surface and the etch rate maximum increases. Additionally, the

thermally activated desorption processes may play a role in this region. This region is

termed "etch controlled".

While activation energies are often reported for CF4/02 plasmas, the data

shown in Figure 4.2 show that caution should be used in extending such data beyond
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The maximum etch rate observed is 3.3 tmImin at 192 sccm and 4.2% NF3. At NF3%

greater than 13%, the etch rate appears to be independent of flow rate.

In the region controlled by hydrogen abstraction (low NF3%), the etch rate is

proportional to the amount of F atoms which impinge on the substrate. The increase

in flow rate leads to shorter residence time in the discharge and the afterglow. This

would lead to less recombination losses to the walls in the afterglow. If such a

residence time mechanism is to be used to explain the data, this effect must dominate

the lower dissociation amounts in the discharge at shorter residence time.

Alternatively, F atoms may be depleted by the abstraction reaction. Higher flow rates

would lead to a greater supply of F, limiting the depletion effect. Similarly, in the

region of maximum etch rate, the relative supply of 0 to F impinging on the surface

governs the etch rate. Again wall recombination and depletion arguments apply. In

fact, both these processes can account for the shift in etch rate maximum to lower

NF3% as flow rate is increased. Less wall recombination would increase both 0 and

F concentration at the substrate thereby changing the ratio and shifting the maximum

to lower NF3%. Similarly if a lower proportion of 0 and F are depleted the same type

of shift would result. Additionally, both these mechanisms would contribute to a

greater etch rate magnitude at the etch rate maximum as flow rate increases. At high

NF3% passivation dominates. If the wall recombination mechanism dominated, we

would expect the samples at higher flow rate to be passivated more readily, and

exhibit lower etch rates at a given NF3%. Alternatively, since the passivation reaction

leaves the F on the surface, depletion no longer plays a role. Thus, we would expect
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etch rate to be constant with flow, which is, in fact, what is seen. We conclude that

depletion is the controlling factor in the difference in etch rate with flow rate at lower

NF3%.

From Figure 4.3, we can reconcile disparate data presented in the literature.

Vukanovic et al have reported a linear dependence of etch rate with flow rate while

Robinson and Shivashankar have reported an increase in etch rate at lower flow rates

and a saturation of etch rate at higher flow rates (Vukanovic, 1988; Robinson, 1985).

The former result is consistent with the data reported in this study at low NF3% (2%

4.2%), in the region of maximum etch rate, where higher flow rates replenish the

depleted surface. The latter set is consistent with our data at intermediate NF3% (7.3%

NF3) as the region changes from etch controlled to passivation controlled at higher

flow rates. Lerner has reported a decrease in etch rate as flow rate increases, using

pure 02 discharges. We are unable to reconcile this result with the data from this

study.
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Figure 4.5 plots the average etch rate vs. NF3% for "conditioned" and

"unconditioned" quartz tubes. Data are reported at 0.8 torr and 100 C for different

total flow rates. The qualitative behavior, as NF3% increases, is the same for both

conditions of the tube. The etch rates observed in the "conditioned" tube are higher

than the "unconditioned" tube. This increased etch rate appears more pronounced at

intermediate NF3%. The etch rate at very high total flow, 566 sccm is approximately

same as that at 48 sccm. The experiments done under variable flow rates in the

"conditioned" tube are consistent with those conducted under constant flow rate.

These data are presented to show the variability in etch rate data due to the nature of

the surface of the quartz tube in which the reactants flow towards the substrate. As

expected, the recombination rates for the "unconditioned" tube are greater and the

etch rates are lower. However, the relative behavior of process parameters can be

studied with either condition.
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4.2 Etching in SF6/02 mixtures

Figure 4.8 plots the average etch rate vs. SF6% for a combination of two

pressures, 0.5 and 0.8 ton and three temperatures 100, 150 and 200 C. Total flow

rates were varied from 58.5 to 51 sccm including 12 sccm of Ar across the range of

SF6% studied. These data were collected using the "conditioned" quartz tube. Data, at

25C and 0.5 ton at a constant flow of 48 sccm without Ar dilution, collected using an

"unconditioned" quartz tube are also plotted. In every case the etch rates decrease as

SF6% increases. As the statistical analysis presented in Appendix 2 shows, there is no

statistically significant effect of temperature on etch rate at 1 OOC and above. Hence

trend lines are shown for pressures only. The greatest etch rate is observed at 0.9%

SF6 of 0.7 jimlmin at a pressure of 0.5 ton. The etch rates at 0.5 ton are greater than

at 0.8 ton. This difference decreases with increase in SF6%. Etch rates at 100 C and

above are more than twice that at room temperature. These data follow a different

trend with SF6% than the NF3/02 mixtures presented earlier in this chapter. As

opposed to going through a maximum in etch rate, the etch rates decrease

monotonically with SF6%.
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They increase with NF3%, go through a maximum and decrease with further increase

in NF3%. Below approximately 10% NF3, the etch rate with no SF6 added is greatest,

whereas the etch rate with 0.21% SF6 added is greatest above 10% NF3. The

maximum etch rate observed occurs at greater NF3% when SF6 is added to the

mixture as opposed to no SF6 added. The added SF6 either changes the dynamics of

the discharge, producing different ratios of neutral etchants or the extra F from SF6

may contribute to the difference observed. Diagnostic data of 0 and F concentrations

could help elucidate which processes are important. We are unaware of any reported

study of simultaneous addition of two F containing gases in these systems. Such an

approach warrants further study. The maximum etch rate observed is 2.32 tmImin at

7.3% NF3 with no SF6 added. The rate of increase and the maximum etch rate

observed is greatest when no SF6 is added arid decreases as more SF6 is added. There

is some scatter or additional structure for 0.21% SF6 added.
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parameters are reported in Table 4.1. The 1% SF6 (at 384 sccm) and 7% NF3 were

chosen since these correspond to maximum in measured etch rates. A lower flow

rate sample of 1% SF6 is measured to see if the flow rate effect discussed in Figure

4.10 results in noticeably different surface compositions. A high concentration

NF3/02 (15% NF3) is used to compare the surface as the etch rate goes past the

maximum. Finally, the sample etched using the same composition but etched for a

shorter time is analyzed to determine the difference in surface composition, since the

etch rate decreases at longer etch times [see Figure 4.15 (b)].

Composition results, as determined by XPS, are presented in Table 4.1.

Relative fluorine, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur concentrations are reported.

Three samples were measured twice (trial 1 and trial 2) and indicate reasonable

reproducibility between samples. All etched samples show increased F concentration

and decreased C concentration relative to the control. All samples except one had

nearly the same F concentration (2 1-22%) and C concentrations (50-56%). The F/C

ratio of these samples is around 0.4. The F concentration of the high concentration

NF3/02 (15% NF3 at 10 mm) sample is over twice that of the other samples (49%),

and the C concentration is about half the other samples (26%), including the sample

run under identical conditions but for only 2 mm. The F/C ratio of this latter sample

is nearly 2. These data are consistent with a slow surface fluorination process with

time at higher halide gas concentrations. The 0 concentrations are nearly constant

and equal to the control. However, the 0 concentration increases relative to the

halide gas concentration. It is unclear if this represents 0 from the weave or an
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increase in 0 on etched surfaces. The samples etched in SF6 show measured S

concentrations between 1-2%, indicating incorporation of sulfur on surface sites

during the etch process. However, those etched in NF3 do not show noticeable

increases in N concentration.

High-resolution Cis peaks are shown in Figure 4.15; these correspond to three

of the samples shown in Table 4.1. The lowest-binding energy peak was assumed to

arise from hydrocarbon bonds. It was set to 285.0 eV binding energy and used to

establish the binding energy scale. Figure 4.15 (a) shows the control; Figure 4.15 (b)

1% SF6 at 48 sccm and Figure 4.15 (c) 15% NF3 at 2 mm. High-Resolution XPS peak

fit data are summarized in Table 4.2. The first sample was fit with three peaks while

the latter two were fit with four peaks.



Table 4.1 Reactor parameters, etch rates, and compositions as determined by XPS of
selected samples. All compositions are atomic percentages

Sample Flow Time iich

(sccm) (mm) (tm/min)
control:
Trial I
Trial 2
1% SF6:
Trial 1 48

Trial 2
384

7% NF3
15% NF3:
Trial 1 96

Trial 2
96

15%NF3

10 0.15

10 2.99

2 2.90

10 1.41

F 0 N C S

3.2 24.6 1.7 70.5 nd
2.9 25.6 1.3 70.3 nd
22.
2 25.8 nd 50.3 1.7
21.
1 26.3 0.9 50.8 0.9
21.
6 25.9 0.6 51.9 nd
22.
3 26.0 0.8 51.0 nd
20.
6 23.9 nd 55.5 nd
48.
8 24.4 0.6 26.3 nd
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(c)
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Binding nergv eV

Figure 4.15 High-resolution Cl s XPS spectra of (a) unetched control PPO sample. (b)
PPO etched with 1% SF6 in 02. (c) PPO etched with 15% NF3 in 02.
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Table 4.2. Binding energies and relative amounts from fit of Cis high resolution
spectra shown in Figure 4.15.

Cis
b.c. 1ev) Functionality

control 285.0 Hydrocarbon c-H 64
286.5 EtherC-O 27
289.0 Acid/ester O-C=O 8

1% SF6' 285.0 Hydrocarbon C-H 41
286.9 Ether C-02 27
289.2 Acid/ester O-C=02 23
290.8 CH2-CF2 10

15% NF3 285.0 Hydrocarbon c-H 53
286.3 EtherC-O 38
287.8 -F or carbonyl C=O 6
289.5 Acid/ester O-C=03 3

Notes:

1. This spectrum shows evidence of a small amount of CH2-CF3, which was not

included in the fit. This shows up between 293 and 294 eV. A small amount ofCF2-

CF2- may also be present on the high-binding-energy side of the peak at 290.8 eV.

2. These peaks come in at slightly higher binding energies than is usual for the

indicated functionalities. The shift towards higher binding energies may reflect the

effect of a next-nearest neighbor fluorine, e.g. F-C-C-O for the ether carbon.

3. The higher binding energy in this case (289.5 eV vs. 289.0 eV) probably is a peak-

fitting artifact arising from the low signal-to-noise in this part of the peak envelope.

Possibly, but less likely, it may reflect a next-nearest neighbor effect similar to that

described in note 2.



Selected TOF-SIMS peaks for the samples identified in Table 4.1 are shown

in Table 4.3. These data are normalized relative to the C-12 peak. The positive ion

spectra show significant increases in N containing peaks for NF3 etched samples over

the control and SF6 etched samples. These include NH4, CH2N and CH2NO. The

latter two suggest N is interacting with sites on the etching polymer surface. Likewise

the negative ion spectra show increased CN for the NF3 containing plasmas; however,

the high flow rate SF6 sample also has a high relative CN peak. The 15% NF3 2 mm

sample shows the highest intensity of these latter three peaks. While the high flow

rate SF6 sample has a larger S peak and a slightly larger SF peak, these peaks in the

lower flow rate samples do not show greater intensities from the non-SF6 etched

samples and the control. The 02 peak is higher for the high etch rate samples relative

to the low etch rate sample and the control.

Table 4.3. Positive and negative ion TOF-SIMS relative intensities for N and S
containing molecular fragments

Positive Ion spectra (%) Negative ion spectra (%)
Etch

Sample Rate N114 dUzN LIQ
Control 0 7.1 4 nd 3.5 0.1 1.5 2.4 2.2
1% SF6

48 sccm 0.15 4.3 4.6
1% SF6

384 sccm 2.39 0.4 1.6
7% NF3
384 sccm 2.99 32.1 40.3
15% NF3
2 mm 2.90 55.5 55.5
15% NF3
10mm 1.41 79.7 33.4

nd 6.5 0.5 3.5 1.6 2.6

nd 49.9 6.9 14.3 13.4 64.8 I

36.1 3 0.4 9.9 9.2 33.6
I

163 4.3 3.6 12.6 25.3 80.3

87.4 7.3 1.3 13.8 13 49
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The data presented above should be viewed with some caution due to

inconsistencies between different measurements on different locations of the same

surface. Figure 4.16 shows the most extreme example that was measured of

disparities between spots on the same sample. These F, C, 0, and S spectra are taken

from different positions from the sample etched in 15% NF3 for 2 mm. These are the

low resolution scans used for the atomic compositions reported in Table 4.1. High

resolution data were not measured due to problems with the instrument. Moreover,

the binding energies have not been corrected for charging effects; however, the

qualitative results are reflective of inhomogeneity of the etched surface on this

sample. The spectra shown in Figure 4.16 (a), were used to obtain the atomic

compositions labeled "Trial 1" in Table 4.1, as well as the high resolution Cis

spectrum shown in Figure 4.16 (c). The spectrum in Figure 4.16 (b), taken from a

different spot on the same sample, was used to obtain the atomic compositions

labeled "Trial 2" in Table 4.1. This sample shows an extended Cl s peak at higher

binding energies, as well as increased intensities in peaks in the 0 and F spectra at

higher binding energies and decreased intensity at lower binding energy. A fit to the

Cls spectra of Figure 4.16 (b) is shown in Figure 4.16 (c). These data should be

viewed qualitatively since they are from the low resolution scan; however, they

clearly show increased intensities for the peaks associated with carbon fluorine or

carbonyl bonding. Despite this difference in binding energies, the measured atomic

compositions are similar. Two spots for the 384 seem, 7% NF3 sample show similar

but not as pronounced behavior. One peak shows an extended C is peak at higher
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this Chapter, results from the simulations done using the NF3/02 and SF6/02

models are presented.

5.1 NF3JO mixtures

The reaction pathway of NF3/02 gas phase chemistry leading to the formation

of stable products can be explained as follows. NF3 is dissociated into NF2 and NF.

NF2 reacts with 0 or FO to form NOF. NF reacts with NF2 to produce N2F2. Two

molecules of NF react to form N2. N2 is also formed by reaction of NF with N2F2. 0
reacts with either NF2 or F2 to form FO. Surface recombination of F produces F2. No

NF2 is present in significant quantities (> 1O' cm3) as it is completely converted into

products once it is formed. There is very negligible amount ofN2F4 produced, as the

rate of production is very small compared to other reactions. 02 is produced in the

plasma region and in the afterglow due to surface recombination of 0.

Figure 5.1 plots the concentration of gases at z = 35cm versus NF3% for

different values of the El dissociation rate constant with a branching ratio of 1:1 used

for dissociation of NF3 into NF2 and NF. A value of 28 s was used to represent a

low value while a value of 1000 s_I represents a high value. A combination of (14,

1000) corresponds to a value of 14 for NF3 dissociation into NF2, 14 for NF3
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dissociation into NF and 1000 for 02. The following combinations are plotted in

Figure 5.1: (a) low NF3 and 02, (b) low NF3 and high 02, (c) high NF3 and low 02

and (d) high NF3 and 02. The pressure is 0.8 ton and the total flow rate is 48 sccm.

Figures 5.1(a), (b) and (d) exhibit similar behavior: 02 number density

decreases with increasing NF3%. 0 also follows the same trend. As NF3% increases,

the oxygen content in the feed gas is diluted, which is the major contributor to the

decrease of 02 and 0. The fraction of the 0 atoms that contribute to NOF formation

also increases with NF3%. The 0 density is usually lower in Figure 5.1 (a) than in

Figures 5.1 (b) and (d) due to lower El rate constant of 02, and, hence, less

dissociation into 0. 02 and 0 decrease at faster rates at higher NF3% (>30%) in

Figure 5.1(d) as compared to Figures 5.1(a) and (b). At high fluorine concentrations

and high NF3 El rate constant, a greater amount of fluorinated reactive species such as

NF, NF2 and F are produced. 0 is consumed by reactions with these reactive

intermediates, and hence decreases more in Figure 5.1(d), at high NF3 and 02 El rate

constants. NF3, F2, NOF, F and N2, all follow very similar trends as they increase with

increasing NF3%. The rate of increase is most pronounced at low NF3%. These are

all stable products of NF and NF2 radicals. NOF is produced in greater amounts than

N2 in all cases, since the rate constant of reaction of NF2 and 0 producing NOF is an

order of magnitude higher (10" to 1012) than the reactions producing N2. In Figures

5.1 (a) and (d), N2F2 is produced in significant quantities (> 1012 cm3) at NF3%>

30% and NF3%> 15%. NF is produced at levels> 1012 cm3 in all cases.
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As seen in Fig 5.1 (c), at high NF3 and low 02 El rate constant values, 02

decreases with increasing NF3%. 0 decreases with increase in NF3% and declines

rapidly to below significant levels (> 1012 em3) above 20% due to reactions with

intermediate species. NF3 increases with NF3% with the slope greater at lower NF3%

due to recombination of NF2 with F and F2 respectively. Since more NF2 is produced

at high El rate constant, and less quantities of 0 are produced at low 02 El rate

constant, there is more NF2 left to recombine into NF3. N2 and F2 increase with NF3%

and level off at higher NF3%. NOF increases with NF3% until 20% and decreases

with further increase in NF3%. Due to the depletion of 0 after 20%, the amount of

NOF produced decreases after 20% NF3. NOF concentration is greater than N2 below

55% NF3, and less than N2 above 55% NF3 since at high NF3% less 0 and more F is

produced. Hence this favors the reaction pathway to form N2. N2F2 and N2F4 increase

with NF3%. N2F4 is produced at significant levels (> 1012 cm3) at NF3%> 25%.
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Figure 5.2 plots the concentration of gases at z = 35cm versus NF3% for

different values of El dissociation rate constant with a branching ratio of 9:1 used for

dissociation of NF3 into NF2 and NF. All other variables are set to the same values as

in Figure 5.1.

All plots in Figure 5.2 exhibit behavior similar to the corresponding plots in

Figure 5.1. The differences between the two figures arise due to the change in the

branching ratio of NF3 into NF2 and NF. The following points explain the major

differences between the two figures: At low NF3 and 02 El rate constants [(Figures

5.1 (a) and 5.2 (a)], more N2 and less NOF are produced at high branching ratio. More

N2F2 is produced at high branching ratio. It is produced in significant quantities (>

1012 cm3) at NF3% > 20% compared to 30% at low branching ratio. At high

branching ratio, 0 decreases faster above 30% NF3.

At low NF3 and high 02 El rate constants [Figures 5.1 (b) and 5.2 (b)], the

only significant difference observed at high branching ratio is the production of more

N2 and less NOF than at low branching ratio.

At high NF3 and low 02 El rate constants [Figures 5.1 (c) and 5.2 (c)], more

NF3 is present at low branching ratio at lower NF3%. At higher NF3%, more NF3 is

present at high branching ratio. More N2F4 is produced at high branching ratios. It is

produced in significant quantities (> 1012 cm3) at NF3%> 15% compared to 25% at

low branching ratio. N2 is produced at lower amounts at high branching ratio. At high

branching ratio, N2 increases until 7.3% NF3, and decreases with further increase in
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concentration of 0 decreases as NF3% increases and F increases with NF3%. To first

order, the concentrations of 0 and F at a given mixture composition are determined

by the El dissociation rate constants of 02 and NF3, respectively, with values of 1000

s1 producing concentrations greater than values of 28 s_i in all cases. At high 02 El

rate constant, 0 concentrations are slightly higher at high values of NF3 El rate

constant than at low values at 0.8 and 1.1 ton. At 0.5 ton, the concentrations are

equal. This effect becomes more pronounced as NF3% increases at a constant

pressure. As pressure increases, 0 decreases for both high and low NF3 El rate

constant values. At low 02 El rate constant, 0 concentrations are higher at low values

of NF3 El rate constant than at high values for pressures of 0.5 and 0.8 ton. At 1.1

ton, the reverse becomes true. This effect becomes more pronounced as NF3%

increases at a constant pressure. At high NF3 El rate constant, F concentrations are

slightly higher at high values of 02 El rate constant than at low values. This difference

is greatest at 1% NF3 and decreases with increase in NF3% at a constant pressure.

This difference increases as pressure increases for a constant NF3%. As pressure

increases, F decreases for both high and low 02 El rate constant values. At low NF3

El rate constant, F concentrations are slightly higher at low values of 02 El rate

constant than at high values for 0.5 ton. This difference is slightly more pronounced

at low NF3%. At 0.8 tort, the F concentrations are equal at both 02 El rate constant

values.
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(14,28) the maximum occurs at 192 sccm while in Figure 5.4 (b) (14, 1000) the

maximum occurs at 384 sccm. The minimum F concentration occurs at 48 sccm in

Figures 5.4 (a) (14, 28) and (d) (500, 1000) while in Figure 5.4 (b) the minimum

occurs at 384 seem. The maximum F concentration also occurs at different flow rates

for different combination of El rate constants. In Figure 5.4 (a), the maximum occurs

at 96 seem while in Figure 5.4 (d) (500, 1000), the maximum occurs at 192 seem.

Relative to the other flow rates, the F concentration increases rapidly and the 0

concentration decreases rapidly at 384 seem as NF3% goes from 20% to 30% for

(14,28).

As seen in Fig 5.4 (c), at high NF3 and low 02 values, the F trends are similar

to those in Figures 5.4 (a), (b) and (d). The rate of increase at 48 seem is more

pronounced at higher NF3% than at higher flow rates. The maximum in F

concentration occurs at 192 seem and the minimum occurs at 48 seem. 0 decreases

relatively slowly with NF3% until a certain composition and then decreases rapidly to

below significant levels (> 1012 cm3). The rate of decrease in the "slow" region

increases with flow rate. The NF3% at which 0 and F concentrations are equal

decreases as the total flow rate increases.
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Figure 5.5 plots the 0/F ratio at z = 35cm vs. NF3% for two combinations of

NF3 and 02 El rate constants; (a) (500, 1000) and (b) (500, 28) for total flow rates of

48, 96, 192 and 384 sccm. At all flow rates, the 0/F ratio decreases exponentially as

NF3% increases. However, the trend of 0/F dependence on total flow rate exhibited at

high NF3 and low 02 El rate constants is opposite to that exhibited at high NF3 and

high 02 El rate constants. As seen in Figure 5.5 (a), at high NF3 and 02 El rate

constant, a given 0/F ratio is reached at higher NF3% as flow rate increases.

Assuming the etch rate maximum for a given polymer depends solely on 0/F ratio

(Egitto, 1985), this result would imply that the etch rate maximum would occur at

higher NF3% as flow rate is increased. This prediction is opposite to the behavior

observed in Figure 4.3. The plasma model here takes into account residence time

effects, including dissociation in the plasma and wall recombination. However, it

does not account for depletion of etchant species with reaction. Moreover, we assume

the dissociation rate constants are independent of gas flow rate and composition.

Thus, an additional process not accounted for in the model is needed to reconcile the

experimental data. A likely process is depletion of etchant, which is used to

qualitatively explain the results in Chapter 4, but is not described in the plasma

model. The trend seen at (500, 1000) is also observed for two other cases studied:

(14, 28) and (14, 1000), and the same argument with respect to etch rate maximum

can be made. Conversely, as seen in Figure 5.5 (b), at high NF3 and low 02 El rate

constant (500, 28) a given 0/F ratio is reached at lower NF3% as flow rate increases,
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which would be consistent with Figure 4.3. A NF3102 plasma chemistry model

reported in the literature predicts NF3 El rate constants to be two orders of magnitude

greater than 02 (Meeks, 1997), which would validate the latter set of El rate constants

modeled. On the other hand, plasma chemistry models of SF6/02 (Ryan, 1990) and

CF4/02 (Plumb, 1986) use El rate constants which are on the same order of magnitude

for the two species. This result is useful in examining the effect of mechanism

towards a shift in the etch rate maximum, but a better understanding of the El rate

constants is needed before a definitive conclusion can be reached.
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intermediates like SOF, SO2, SOF2 and SO2F. SF2 also recombines with F to produce

SF6. All SF2 produced is used up in reactions in the discharge region alone. The two

final products observed are SOF4 and S02F2. More S02F2 is produced than SOF4.

SF2 reacts with 0 to form SOF. SOF undergoes a series of reactions with F to form

SOF4. SOF reacts with 0 to form SO2 and F. S02F2 is produced through a series of

reactions of SO2 and F. In the afterglow, as there is no more SF2 is produced, there is

no path for formation of any intermediates or final products. The concentrations of

S02F2 and SOF4 stabilize after a few centimeters downstream. The increase in F2 and

02 in the plasma and downstream region are indicative of the recombination reactions

of 0 and F with the walls of the tube.

Figure 5.7 plots the concentration of gases at z = 35cm versus SF6% for

different values of the electron impact dissociation rate constant. A value of 28 s

was used to represent a low value while a value of 1000 s represents a high value. A

combination of (28, 1000) corresponds to a value of 28 for SF6 and 1000 for 02. The

following combinations are plotted in Figure 5.7: (a) low SF6 and 02, (b) low SF6 and

high 02, (c) high SF6 and low 02 and (d) high SF6 and 02. The pressure is 0.8 ton and

the total flow rate is 48 sccm.

Figures 5.7 (a) and 5.7 (b) show similar behavior: 02 number density

decreases with increasing SF6%. 0 also follows the same trend. The 0 density is

lower in Figure 5.7 (a) than in Figure 5.7 (b). SF6, F2, S02F2 and F, all follow very

similar trends as they increase with increasing SF6%. The rate of increase is most

pronounced at low SF6%. From greatest to least, the number density of each gas
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produced follows the order: SF6, F2, S02F2 and F. SOF4 is only produced in

significant quantities (>1012 cm3) in mixtures above 5% SF6 [Figure 5.7 (a)] or 15%

SF6 [Figure 5.7 (b)J. The number density of SOF4 increases as SF6% increases. SOF4

is produced through a series of reactions of SOF with F and hence increases as more F

is produced. SO2 is only produced in significant quantities in mixtures below 4% SF6

[Figure 5.7 (a)] or 7% SF6 [Figure 5.7 (b)]. This is because SO2 is formed as an

intermediate in oxygen rich mixtures. It is consumed in reactions with F once

sufficient F is produced. In Figure 5.7 (b), the number density initially increases with

5F6% goes through a maximum at 1% and then declines steeply.

As seen in Fig 5.7 (c), at high SF6 and low 02 values, 02 decreases with

increasing SF6%. 0 decreases as SF6% increases with a sharp decline after 15% SF6.

0 is consumed in reactions with SF2 to from SOF and with SOF to form S02F2.

Hence it declines rapidly once sufficient amounts of SF2 is formed. 02 is only

produced in significant quantities (>1012 cm3) in mixtures below 31% SF6. SF6

increases with SF6% with the slope greater at lower SF6%. SF6 is only produced in

significant quantities (>1012 cm3) in mixtures above 13% SF6. SF6 is formed by a

series of reactions of SF2 with F. Hence when more SF2 is produced through SF6 El

dissociation, in fluorine rich mixtures, SF6 is formed more readily as SF2 reacts more

with F. The concentrations of F, F2 and S02F2 follow similar trends. They increase

until 30% SF6, go through a maximum and decrease with further increase in SF6%.

SOF4 increases with SF6%. S02F2 concentration is greater than SOF4 below 45% SF6,

and less than SOF4 at higher SF6%. S02F2 and SOF4 are produced through a series of
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Figure 5.8 plots the concentrations of 0 and F at z = 35cm versus SF6% at

four different combinations of El dissociation constants of SF6 and 02 for (a) 0.5 torr

and (b) 0.8 ton pressure. The total flow rate varies from 58 to 51 sccm, with 12 sccm

of Ar dilution.

Both plots exhibit similar behavior. In all cases the concentration of 0 decreases as

SF6% increases and F increases with SF6%. To first order, the concentrations of 0 and

F at a given mixture composition are determined by the El dissociation rate constants

of 02 and SF6, respectively, with values of 1000 producing concentrations about an

order of magnitude greater than values of 28 s_I in all cases. For a given 02 El rate

constant, 0 concentrations are slightly higher at low values of SF6 El rate constant

than at high values. This effect becomes more pronounced as SF6% increases.

Conversely, for a given SF6 El rate constant, F concentrations are usually higher at

high values of 02 El rate constant than at low values. At high SF6 El rate constant,

this difference is greater than at low SF6 El rate constant. The concentrations of 0 at

0.5 ton are higher than at 0.8 ton for high 02 El rate constant values. The same holds

true for F at high SF6 rate constant values. They are approximately equal at low SF6

El rate constant values.
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Figure 5.9 plots the concentrations of 0 and F at z = 35cm versus SF6% for (a)

low SF6 and 02, (b) low SF6 and high 02, (c) high SF6 and low 02 and (d) high SF6

and 02 El rate constants. The data are plotted for four total flow rates and at a

pressure of 0.8 ton.

Figures 5.9 (a), (b) and (d) exhibit the same trends for 0 and F. As SF6%

increases, 0 decreases very slightly and F increases. For a given SF6% and set of El

rate constants, 0 and F concentrations are always lowest at 48 sccm. This flow rate

corresponds to the longest residence time in the plasma and in the afterglow.

However the maximum 0 and F concentrations occur at different flow rates for

different sets of El rate constants. For example, in Figure 5.9 (a) (28,28) the 0 and F

maxima occur at 192 sccm while in Figure 5.9 (b) (28, 1000) the 0 atom maximum

occurs at 384 sccm while the F maximum occurs at 96 sccm. In all cases, 0 is

produced in greater quantities than F. The difference between F and 0 is greatest at

(28, 1000).

As seen in Figure 5.9 (c), at (1000, 28), in all cases, 0 decreases and F

increases as SF6% increases. While F increases with SF6% in the same qualitative

way at all flow rates studied, 0 decreases faster as the flow rate increases. At a given

SF6%, F atom concentration is higher as flow rate is increased. Conversely, 0

concentration shows no clear flow rate dependence; the maximum 0 concentration

occurs at 192 sccm at SF6% below 2% and at 96 sccm for greater than 2% SF6. The

minimum 0 concentration occurs for 48 sccm below around 4% SF6 and 384 seem
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Figure 5.10 plots the concentrations of 02, 0, F2 and F versus yo at (a) 0.8 ton

and 48 sccm, (b) 0.8 ton and 192 seem and (c) 0.5 ton and 48 seem total flow rate.

The concentrations at the exit of the plasma region (z 5cm) and at the exit of the

downstream region (z = 35 cm) are plotted. For these simulations, YF is kept constant

at 0.0008. The simulations are run at 3.3% SF6 and at an El dissociation rate constant

of 1000 s' for SF6 and 02.

As seen in Figure 5.10 (a), 0 at 5cm decreases slightly (16%) as yo goes

from 0 to 0.01. 0 at 35cm decreases steadily as Yo increases and is not present in

significant quantities (>1012 cm3) above yo of 0.0035. 02 at 5cm increases as yo

increases. The ratio of 0 to 02 at 5cm goes from 200 to -7 across the range of 0.01.

02 at 35cm increases until about 0.00 15 and levels off with any further increase in Yo.

F at 35 cm decreases as yo increases while F at 5 cm increases very slightly with yo.

Figures 5.10 (b) and (c) also follow similar trends for 0 and 02. The following

points highlight the important differences between the three plots. At 192 seem, 0 at

35 cm decreases significantly slower than at 48 sccm. It is present in significant

quantities even at ?o of 0.01. At 192 seem, 02 at 5 cm is present in larger quantities at

lower yo values than at 48 sccm. This difference decreases at higher 'Yo values. At 0.5

ton, 0 at 35cm decreases at a slower rate than at 0.8 ton and is not present in

significant quantities (>1012 cm3) above yo of 0.0055. Less F at 5 cm and more F at

35 cm are produced at 192 seem. More F at 5 and 35 cm are produced at 0.5 ton.
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Figure 5.11 plots the concentrations of 02, 0, F2 and F versus yF at (a) 0.8 ton

and 48 sccm, (b) 0.8 ton and 192 sccm and (c) 0.5 ton and 48 seem total flow rate.

The concentrations at the exit of the plasma region (z = 5cm) and at the exit of the

downstream region (z = 35 cm) are plotted. For these simulations, o is kept constant

at 0.001. The simulations are run at 14% SF6 and at an El dissociation rate constant of

1000 s_i for SF6 and 02.

As seen in Figure 5.11 (a), F at 5cm decreases by approximately 50% as 'yip goes

from 0 to 0.01. F at 35cm decreases at a constant rate and is not present in significant

quantities (>1012 cm3) above 'yF of 0.0025. F2 at 5cm increases as 'y increases. The

ratio ofF to F2 at 5cm goes from '- 100 to 0.7 as y goes from 0.0001 to 0.01. F2 at

35cm increases with 'yF at a faster rate at lower 'yF and slows down at higher 'yip.

Figures 5.11(b) and (c) also follow similar trends for F and F2. The following

points highlight the differences between the three plots. At 192 seem, F at 35cm

decreases significantly slower than at 48 sccm. It is present in significant quantities

even at IF of 0.01. At 192 seem, F2 produced at 5cm and 35cm are approximately an

order of magnitude lower than at 48 seem. At 0.5 ton, F at 35cm decreases at a slower

rate than at 0.8 ton and is not present in significant quantities (>10 12 cm3) above
'yF

of 0.0055.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this Chapter, the conclusions from the research conducted in this thesis are

presented. Suggestions for future work is presented following the conclusions

6.1 Conclusions

Experimental conclusions

1. The etch rate dependence of PPO on NF3% in the feed gas mixture increased

with fluorine content, went through a maximum, and decreased with further

increase in fluorine content. The etch rate followed the same trend with SF6%

at high flow rates. The SF6% at which the maximum was lower than the

corresponding NF3%. This behavior is consistent with the literature.

2. The greatest etch rate observed was 3.2 llm!min in a NF3/02 gas mixture. The

process parameters were 7.29% NF3, a total flow of 192 sccm, a pressure of

0.8 torr, a power of 100 W, a substrate temperature of 100 C and an etch time

of 10 mm.

3. The etch rate went through a maximum with pressure at 0.8 torr in NF3/02

mixtures. At this pressure, there is an optimal trade-off between production of

reactants within the plasma and their recombination downstream.

4. The etch rate is independent of substrate temperature at low NF3%. It is

proposed that the etch initiating abstraction reaction is not an activated

process. On the other hand, the etch rate showed a strong dependence on
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temperature at higher NF3%. Thermally activated processes such as fluorine

desorption from the surface and oxygen propagated etching were proposed to

account for this trend. There was no discernable dependence of substrate

temperature in the SF6 mixtures studied.

5. At low NF3%, there is a linear dependence of etch rate on flow rate. The etch

rate dependence on flow rate followed a saturation curve for at intermediate

NF3% and at all SF6%. This etch rate dependence was explained using a

surface depletion model where the substrate surface is depleted of etchant

species at lower flow rates. At high NF3%, there is no noticeable dependence

on flow rate, which is explained by surface passivation.

6. The effect of power was studied for NF3/02 mixtures. Increasing microwave

power increased the magnitude of the maximum etch rate and shifted it to

higher NF3%.

7. The addition of small amounts of SF6 to NF3/02 mixtures decreased the

magnitude of the maximum etch rate and shifted it to higher NF3%.

Simulation conclusions:

1. Concentrations of reactant and products in NF3 and SF6 gas mixtures were

predicted across a range of feed gas compositions using the model for four

different El rate constant combinations: (a) low NF3 and 02, (b) low NF3 and

high 02, (c) high NF3 and low 02 and (d) high NF3 and 02. The behavior at

high NF3 and low 02 rate constants was different from the other three

combinations.
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2. The effect of two branching ratios for dissociation of NF3 into NF2 and NF

were investigated. The concentrations of stable products NOF, N2 and N2F4

changed as branching ratio was changed. However, the concentrations of the

proposed etchants 0 and F were approximately the same at both branching

ratios.

3. At high NF3 and low 02 El rate constants, the dependence of 0 to F ratio on

total flow rate in NF3 mixtures, is consistent with the trend of etch rate

maxima of the experimental data. Under these conditions of El rate constants,

residence time effects including wall recombination of etchant species

determine the dependence of etch rate maxima on NF3%. At all other rate

constant combinations, the model prediction of 0 and F dependence on total

flow rate in NF3 mixtures, follows a trend which is opposite to the that of etch

rate maxima of experimental data. Since, the model does not take into account

depletion of etchants, the proposed surface depletion model could be used to

reconcile these data.

4. The dependence of 0 and F on yo and F was investigated. The effect of

residence time was found to be the controlling factor in wall recombination

processes.

6.2 Suggestions for future work

1. To validate the depletion model presented in Chapter 4, diagnostic data need

to be collected from the experimental system. The concentrations of the
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etchant species, 0 and F, in the plasma and in the downstream region can be

determined by OES measurements.

2. The quantification of etching products can be done through mass

spectrometry, which will lead to better understanding of the heterogeneous

etching processes on the substrate surface.

3. The profilometry data presented in this thesis are just the "tip of the ice berg"

and detailed analysis will shed light on the dependence of surface topography

on etch processes.

4. The dependence of El dissociation rate constants on feed gas composition

need to be incorporated in the numerical model.

5. The system could be modeled as a two dimensional, non-isothermal system

where effects of radial distribution and temperature gradients could be

investigated.
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Appendix 1: Volume expansion of gases for SF6/02 mixtures

The model developed is based on the assumption of constant density, i.e. there

is no change in the total molar concentration of gases per unit volume. Gas density is

given by equation A 1.1

n p
VRT (Al.l)

Where n is moles of gas, V is volume of the gas in cc, p is total gas pressure in ton

and T is gas temperature in K.

As the feed gases react and form products, the total number of moles of gases

increases based on the stoichiometry of the reactions. Since p is kept constant by

fixing P and T, all the gases expand to the same extent and hence V increases

proportionately and the total molar concentration decreases. The objective of this

section is to confirm the conectness of the model by testing the consistency of the

degree of expansion of products and feed gases.

Al.! Elemental analysis

The total molar concentrations of S, F, 0 and Ar at the exit of the afterglow

region (z35cm) are obtained from simulation results. The expansion ratio (ER) is

calculated for four SF6% at two different gas pressures with and without wall

recombination. From the simulation results, SF6 is completely converted into

products. The only detectable species at the exit are S02F2, SOF4, F, F2, 0, 02 and Ar.
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The ER of element I is the ratio of its molar concentration at inlet to exit. The ERs of

S, F, 0 and Ar are given by the following equations

nSF6O
SER = (A1.2)

(nSQ2F215 + nSOF435)

6n SF6,O
FER

(2so2F2,3s + 4SOF4,35 + F,35 + 2nF235)
(Al .3)

2n020
OER = (Al.4)

(2nSQ2F235 + SOF4,35 + n035 + 2n0235)

nMO
ArER = (Al.5)(n35)

Where 'ER denotes the ER of species I and n, and n1, are the molar

concentrations (moles/cc) of species I at the entry (z = 0) and the exit (z = 35) of the

simulation region. Table Al .1 summarizes the ERs of all elements at different process

conditions.
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Table A 1.1 Expansion ratios of elements at different process conditions

Pressure
(torr)

Wall
recombination

SF6% SER FER °ER ArER

0.5 Yes 3.3 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08

6.6 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12
10 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17
20 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31

No 3.3 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51
6.6 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54
10 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57
20 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68

0.8 Yes 3.3 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03
6.6 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07
10 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
20 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21

No 3.3 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56
6.6 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59
10 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61
20 1.73 1.73

L
1.73 1.73

A1.2 Expansion of products

The volume expansion of products is discussed on this section. The only

detectable products at the exit of the tube are SOF4, S02F2, F, F2, 0, 02, and Ar. The

ERs of these species are calculated as follows. The overall reaction of SF6 and 02 into

products is given by the following equations

SF6 +02 -SO2F2 +2F2 (A1.6)

SF6 +'02 -*SOF4+F2 (A1.7)

The branching ratio (BR) of SF6 into S02F2 and SOF4 is calculated using simulation

results. Assuming 100% conversion of SF6 into S02F2 and SOF4, the amount of
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S02F2 and SOF4 produced if there was no expansion is calculated from the inlet

concentration of SF6. The ER is then the ratio of calculated S02F2 and SOF4 to the

simulated values. The ERs of produced F and unreacted 0 are similarly calculated

based on the stoichiometry of the two reactions. The following equations explain the

ERs of products and unreacted oxygen.

SF6,O
*BR

SO2F7ER = (A1.8)
SO2F2,35 *(BR+l)

SF6,OSOF4ER = (A1.9)*IflD +1)SOF4,35

nSF6O *(2BR+1)
FER

(2nF235 +nF35)(BR+1)
(A1.1O)

SF6,O (1 2BR)
2{n020

(BR+1)
OER = (A1.11)

(2n0235 + n035)

Where flER is the ER of species i, n1,o and n,35 are the molar concentrations of species

at inlet and exit of the tube, BR is the ratio of the simulated values of S02F2 and

SOF4. Table A 1.2 summarizes the ERs of the gas species at different process

conditions. The ERs of elements and products are consistent with one another. As the

SF6% increases, so does the ER since more products are formed.
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Table A 1.2 Expansion ratios of products at different process conditions

Pressure
(ton)

Wall
recombination

SF6% SO2F2ER SOF4ER FER °ER

0.5 Yes 3.3 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08

6.6 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12
10 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17
20 1.31 1.31 1.31 1.31

No 3.3 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51
6.6 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54
10 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.57
20 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68

0.8 Yes 3.3 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03
6.6 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07
10 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
20 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.21

No 3.3 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56
6.6 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59
10 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61
20 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73

Appendix 2: Statistical analysis of 5F6/02 etch rate data

A multiple factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is performed on the etch

rate data. There are 3 factors; SF6 feed composition, processing pressure and substrate

temperature. Four levels of SF6 composition, two levels of pressure and three levels

of temperature are analyzed. The following section describes the theory and equations

of ANOVA
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A2.1 Theory of ANOVA

Analysis of Variance is used to compare group means by partitioning the

variability in the data set into various components. The null and alternative

hypotheses addressed by the ANOVA are:

H0: m1 = m2 . . . m

H1: H0 is false (or "at least one population mean differs")

Where m1 represents the population mean of group i

Equivalent forms of the statistical hypotheses are

HO: a between < a within

Where a between represents the population variance between groups and a2jhj

represents the variance within groups. The variance between groups can be thought of

as a signal of group differences. The variance within groups can be thought of as

random noise that may act to hide group differences. When the variance between

groups (signal) overwhelms the variance within groups (background noise), it cart be

concluded that there is enough evidence to reject the null hypotheses of no mean

difference. The method of quantifying the signal to noise ratio is described in the

following paragraphs.

The total variability of the given data set is given by equation A2.1

SST = SStreatments + SSerror (A2.1)

Where SST is the total sum of squares, SStreatments is the contribution arising due to

effect of each factor and due to interactions between factors and SSenor is the residual

or random variation of the data set.
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For a three factor ANOVA with factors A, B and C, and each factor having a, b and c

levels respectively, SS treatments is given by

SStreatments = SSA + SSB + SS + + SSBC + SSAC (A2.2)

Where SSA, SSB, SSc are the effect of each factor and SS, SSBC, SSAC are the effect

of interaction between two factors. Three way interactions are rare and hence can be

ignored within reason.

SST is given by

SS1 =(xIJk x)2 (A2.3)
1=1 k=1 j=1

SSA, SSB, SSc are given by equations

SSA = bc(x1x)2 (A2.4)

SSB =ac(xx)2 (A2.5)

SS =ab(xkx)2 (A2.6)

Where x is the grand mean and x1, Xk are the group means of each group.

x, x,, x, ; are given by

(A2.7)
abc

j=I k=I (A2.8)
bc
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XUk
,=1 k=1 (A2.9)

ac

XYk

Xk
'=1 j=1 (A2.lO)

ab

SS, SSBC, SSAC are given by

a b c

-
SSAB

1=1 j=1 k=t

SSA SSBx (A2.l1)
C

b c a

(xjJk)2

SSBC
j=I k=1 SSB SSc (A2.12)

a c b

(xjJk)2

SSAC
'=1 k=1 j=l SSA SSc (A2.13)

The SSe1.ror is obtained by subtracting the effects of the 3 factors from the total sum of

squares.

The sum of squares of each component is corrected for their corresponding

degrees of freedom and their mean sum of squares is obtained. The mean sum of

squares of each component is divided by the mean sum of squares of error to give the

F ratio. The F-ratio can be thought of as a measure of how different the means are

relative to the variability within each sample. The larger this value, the greater the

likelihood that the differences between the means are due to something other than

chance alone, namely real effects. If an experiment were repeated an infinite number

of times, each time computing the F-ratio, and there were no effects, the resulting
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distribution could be described by the F-distribution. The F-distribution is a

theoretical probability distribution characterized by two parameters, df1 and df2, the

degrees of freedom of the numerator and the denominator respectively. For a critical

probability value, if the calculated F ratio of a factor is greater than the F ratio from

the table then the factor is said to have significant effect on the response. Table A2. 1

summarizes the equations involved in ANOVA.

Table A2.1. Summary of ANOVA

Source of
variation

Degrees of
freedom

Mean sum of
squares (MS)

F ratio

A a-i SSA/(a-i) MSA/MSE

B b-i SSB/(a-i) MSB/MSE
C c-i SScI(a-i) MSC/MSE

AB (a-i )(b- 1) SS/(a- 1 )(b-1) MS1IMSE

BC (b-i )(c- 1) SSBCI(b- 1 )(c- 1) MSBC/MSE

AC (a-i )(c- 1) SSACI(a- 1 )(c- 1) MSAC/MSE

Error abc-i-
(ab+ac+bc-
a-b-c)

SSE/ abc-i-
(ab+ac+bc-.a-b-c)

Total abc-i SST/(abc-1)
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The following table summarizes the results of the ANOVA conducted on the etch rate

data.

Table A2.2. ANOVA results on etch rate

Source of
variation

Degrees
of
freedom

Sum of
squares

Mean sum of
squares

F
ratio

p value

SF6% 3 0.300238 0.10008 97.19 0

Pressure 1 0.057722 0.05772 56.05 0.0003

Temperature 2 0.010722 0.00531 5.21 0.0488

SF6%,P 3 0.036432 0.01214 11.79 0.0063

SF6%, T 6 0.006301 0.00105 1.02 0.4908

T,P 2 0.002721 0.00136 1.32 0.3346

Error 6 0.006179 0.00103

Total 23 0.4203 14

The p value is the value at which the calculated F ratio is greater than or equal to the F

ratio in the table. As it can be seen from the above table, the effect of SF6% and

pressure are significant within a 95% probability value. The effect of temperature is

significant at only probabilities of 90% or lower. The interaction between SF6 and

pressure has a significant effect on the etch rate at 95% confidence levels. The other

two interactions are insignificant at 90% and higher confidence levels.
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Appendix 3: FORTRAN program for NF3/02 model

PROGRAM Dimodel
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
CHARACTER CHAR
DIMENSION CMODE(4,4)
REAL MW(27), X(27), W(27). Ri (27), R(67), k(67), WEIGHT,

+ CONC, T, Fv, Li, L2, ntotal, AveMW, Power, Xar,Vzo, Vz,
+ ko, kf, UO, UF, RcO, RcF
INTEGER NPO1NTS, PTCOUNTS, ENDPTS, PWOP, PROP, COUNT, MODE

C
C Species assignment 1-13:
C 1-NF3 2-02 3-NF2 4-NF 5-N 6-0 7-F 8-F2
C 9-N2F4 i0-NO2 1 1-NOF 12-NO 13-N2F2 14-N2 15-OF
C 27-AR

OPEN (UNIT2,FILE'2Osf.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
MW(1)=71
MW(2)=32
MW(3)=52
MW(4)=33
MW(5)= 14
MW(6)= 16
MW(7)= 19
MW(8)=38
MW(9) = 104
MW(10) = 46
MW(11)=49
MW(12) = 30
MW(13) = 66
MW(14) = 28
MW(15) = 35
MW(16) = 44
MW(17) = 40
MW(18)=51
MW(19) = 54
MW(20) = 70
MW(21) = 48
MW(22) = 62
MW(23) = 47
MW(24) = 66
MW(25)=85
MW(26) = 104
MW(27) = 40
D021= 1,4
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DO3J=1,4
COUNT = COUNT + 1
CMODE(I,J) = COUNT

3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE

C Initial Mole Fraction of NF3 and Ar
5 WRITE(,6)
6 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF NF3 (<1):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(1)
WRITE(* ,8)

8 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF Ar: (<1):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(27)
Xar = X(27)

C Initial Mole Fraction of 02
X(2)= 1.0-X(1)-X(27)

C Initial Mole Fraction of Xi i=3-26
DO 20 I = 3, 26
X(I)=0.0

20 CONTINUE

C Pressure Option
7 WRITE(,9)
9 FORMAT(//1X,' PRESSURE OPTION (1: 0.2 ton, 2: 0.5 ton,',
+'3: 0.8 torr):',$)
READ(* * ,ERR=7) PROP
IF (PROP.EQ.1) p=l.l
IF (PROP.EQ.2) p=O.5
IF (PROP.EQ.3) p=O.8
IF (PROP.GT.3) GO TO 7

C Temperature
11 WRITE(*,12)
12 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER PROCESSING TEMPERATURE (K):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=1 1) T

C Gas Flow
13 WRITE(*,14)
14 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER TOTAL GAS FLOW (SCCM):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR13) Fv
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C POWER OPTION
15 WRITE(*,16)
16 FORMAT(//1X,' POWER OPTION (1-50W, 2-100W, 3-150W, 4-200W):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=1 5) PWOP
IF (PWOP.EQ.1) POWER=50.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.2) POWER=100.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.3) POWER=150.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.4) POWER=200.0
IF (PWOP.GT.4) GOTO 15
MODE = CMODE(PROP,PWOP)

C Number of Steps
17 WRJTE(*,18)
18 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS:',$)

READ(*,*,ERR1 7) Nsteps
21 WRITE(*,22)
22 FORMAT(//1X, 'ENTER RECOMB1NATION COEFFICIENT FOR 0:' ,$)

READ(*,*,ERR21) RcO
UO = SQRT(8.0 1 .38E23*T/3. 14159/16/1 .66E27)* 100.0
ko = RcO*UO/4*(2/0.93)

23 WRJTE(*,24)
24 FORMAT(//1X, 'ENTER RECOMB1NATION COEFFICIENT FOR F:' ,$)

READ(*,*,ERR23) RcF
UF = SQRT(8.0* 1 .38E23*T/3. 14159/16/1 .66E27)* 100.0
kf= RcF*UF/4*(2/0.93)

CVz
Vzo = (Fv/60.0)*(T/273. 1 5)*(760 0/P)/(1 .86*1.86*3.14159/4)
Vz = Vzo

C CONCENTRATION (MOLECULES! CM3) = (P/760)/(82.3 14*T)*6.02* 10A23
CONC = (P/760)/(82.314*T)*6.02E23

C Length of the Tube
Li =5.0
L2=30.0
AveMW = 0.0
DO 401= 1,27
AveMW = AveMW + X(I)*MW(I)

40 CONTINUE

C Density of The Gas
ro = p/(760.*82.314*T)*AveMW
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DO 501 = 1,27
W(I) = X(I)*MW(I)/AveMW

50 CONTINUE
Weight = 0.0
DO 751= 1,27
Weight = Weight + X(I)*(Fv/(60*82.314*273.15))*MW(I)

75 CONTINUE

C OUTPUT of PROCESS CONDITION
WRITE (2,33) POWER, p, Fv, T, X(1), X(17), CONC, AveMW,

+ RcO, ko, RcF, kf, NSteps/5.0
33 FORMAT ('POWER(W)= ',F6.2/'PRES SURE(torr)= ',F3.1/
+ 'FLOW RATE(sccm)= ',F5 .2/'TEMPERATURE(K)= ',F6.2/
+ rNF3%(z=0)= ',F4.2/'Ar%(z0) ',F4.2/
+ '# OF MOLECULES(#/cm"3)= ',E I 0.4/'MW= ',F8 .3/
+ '0 recom. coeff. =',elO.4/elO.4/
+ 'F recom. coeff. =',elO.4/elO.4/
+ '# OF NODE POINTS(#/cm)= ',F 10.2)
WRITE(*,30) WEIGHT, Vz, (W(I), 1=1,4)

30 FORMAT(/1 X,' Total Weight ', I X,EI 5.4/1 X,E 15.4,
+ 1X,4F8.3)
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
WRITE (*,199) (J*dz, CONC*X(I) , 1=1,17)
WRITE (2,66)
WRITE (2,299) 0, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,17)

66 FORMAT (' z NF3 02 NF2 NF N 0 F F2 N2F4 NO2 NOF NO N2F2',
+ 'N2 FO N20 0 F02 F20 F2O2 03 NO3 SIF SIF2 SIF3 SIF4',
+ 'Ar z NF3 02 NF2 NF N 0 F F2 N2F4 NO2 NOF NO N2F2',
+ 'N2 FO N2O 0 FO2 F20 F2O2 03 NO3 SIF SIF2 SIF3 SIF4',
+ 'Ar')

99 FORMAT(/ 1 X,E 15.4,' Rate of Reaction',4( I X,E 15.4))

dz=L1 /Nsteps

NPOINTS = 0.1/dz
PTCOTJNTS = 0

C PLASMA REACTION IN MW PLASMA CAVITY
c Li 5cm

DO 1000J= i,Nsteps
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
DO 2000 1= 1, 27
W(I) = W(I) + Ri(I)*dz*MW(I)/(ro*Vz*6.02E23)
IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I)=0.0
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SUMW = SUMW + W(I)
2000 CONTiNUE

CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
c Vz = Xar*Vzo/X(27)

IF (J - PTCOUNTS .NE. NPOINTS) GO TO 500
WRITE (*,199) 0, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,2)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,27), J*DZ, (X(I), 1=1,27)
PTCOUNTS = J

500 SUMW = 0.0
1000 CONTINUE

C DOWNSTREAM REACTIONS
cL2=3Ocm

ENDPTS = L2/ dz
DO 3000 J = Nsteps+1, Nsteps+endpts
CALL RXN (0, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
DO 40001= 1,27
W(I) = W(I) + Ri(I)* dz* MW(I)/(ro*Vz*6.02E23)
IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I)=0.0
SUMW = SUMW + W(I)

4000 CONTINUE
CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)

c Vz = Xar*Vzo/X(27)
IF (J - PTCOTJNTS .NE. NPO1NTS) GO TO 501
WRITE (*,199) (CONC*X(I), 1=1,2)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,27), J*DZ, (X(I), 1=1,27)
PTCOUINTS = J

501 SUMW=0.0
3000 CONTINUE

C WRITE (*,199) (X(I), 1=1,17)
199 FORMAT (lx,9E10.4/9E10.4)
299 FORMAT (1X,28(E1 0.4,1X),1X,28(E10.4, 1X))

END

C ---------------------------------------------
C Rate of Reaction for 26 Reactions
C k( 16) are rate constants
C
C

SUBROUTiNE RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,M-Z)
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REAL X(27), W(27), MW(27), Ri(27), R(67), k(67), CONC,
+ radius, ntotal, ko, kf
INTEGER MODE, le

C Radius of the tube
DO 66 1e 1,27
k(Ie) = 0.0

66 CONTINUE
IF (MODE .EQ. 0) GO TO 1
IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 2
IF (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 3
IF (MODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 4
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) GO TO 5
IF (MODE .EQ. 5) GO TO 6
IF (MODE .EQ. 6) GO TO 7
IF (MODE .EQ. 7) GO TO 8
IF (MODE .EQ. 8) GO TO 9
IF (MODE .EQ. 9) GO TO 10
IF (MODE .EQ. 10) GO TO 11
IF(MODE.EQ. 11)GOTO 12
IF (MODE .EQ. 12) GO TO 13

C REACTION CONSTANTS k
C MODE=0
C NO Electron Impact Reaction

1 k(1)=0.0
k(2)=0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)r=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C MODE=1
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 50 W

2 k(1)=0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
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k(8) = 0
C k(15)=O

GO TO 100

C MODE=2
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 100 W

3 k(1)=0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=00
GO TO 100

C MODE=3
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 150 W

4 k(1)= 500
k(2)= 500
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 1000
k(7) = 0
k(8)=0

C k(15)=0
GO TO 100

C MODE=4
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 200 W

5 k(1)=0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=0
GO TO 100
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C MODE=5
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 50 W

6 k(1)=O.O
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=O
GOTO 100

C MODE=6
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 100 W

7 k(1)=500
k(2)= 500
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) 1000
k(7) = 0
k(8)=0
GO TO 100

C MODE=7
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 150 W

8k(1)=0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
k(4) = 0
k(S) = 0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C MODE=8
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 200 W

9 k(1)=0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=0
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k(4) 0

k(5)=0
k(6) = 0

k(7) = 0

k(8)=0
C k(15)=0

GOTO 100

C MODE=9
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 50 W
10k(1)=0.0

k(2) = 0

k(3)=0
k(4) = 0

k(5)=0
k(6) = 0

k(7) = 0

k(8)=0
C k(15)=0

GOTO 100

C MODE=10
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 100 W
11 k(1)= 500

k(2)= 500

k(3) = 0

k(4) = 0

k(5)=0
k(6) = 1000

GOTO 100

C MODE=11
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 150 W

12 k(1)= 0.0
k(2) = 0

k(3)=0
k(4) = 0

k(5)=0
k(6) = 0

k(7) = 0

k(8) = 0

C k(15)=0
GO TO 100
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C MODE=12
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 200 W

13 k(1)= 0.0
k(2) = 0
k(3)=O
k(4) = 0
k(5)=0
k(6) = 0
k(7) = 0
k(8) = 0

C k(15)=0
GO TO 100

C Free Radical Exchange
100 k(9)= 2.76E-45

k(10)= 1.5E-32
k(1 1)= 5.42E-21
k(12)= 1.26E-12
k(13)= 4E-12
k(14)= 2E-12
k(15)= 2.06E-12
k(16)= 0
k(17)= 0
k(18)= 1.03E-30
k(19)= 0
k(20)= l.25E-11
k(21)= 0
k(22)= 0
k(23)= 0
k(24)= 0
k(25)=0
k(26)= 0
k(27)= 0
k(28)=0
k(29)= 0
k(30)= 0
k(31)= 5.00E-11
k(32)= 0
k(33)= 0
k(34)= 0
k(35)= 1.80E-12
k(36)= 3.80E-12
k(37)= 0
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k(38)= 0
k(39)= 0
k(40)= 0
k(41)=O
k(42)= 0
k(43)= 0
k(44)= 0
k(45)= 0
k(46)= 0
k(47)= 0
k(48)= 0
k(49)= 0
k(50)=0
k(51)=O
k(52)= 0
k(53)= 0
k(54)= 0
k(55)= 8.88E-19
k(56)= 0
k(57)= 0
k(58)= 0
k(59)= 0
k(60)= 2.09E-12
k(61)= 0
k(62)= 0
k(63)= 0
k(64)= 0
k(65)= 0
k(66)= 0
k(67)= 0

C Rate Equations
R(1) = k(1)*X(1)*CONC
R(2) = k(2)*X(1)*CONC
R(3) = k(3)*X(3)*CONC
R(4) = k(4)*X(3)*CONC
R(5) k(5)*X(4)*CONC
R(6) = K(6)*X(2)*CONC
R(7) = k(7)*X(13)*CONC
R(8) = k(8)*X(9)*CONC
R(9) = k(9)*X(3)*CONC*CONC
R(10)= k(10)*X(3)*CONC*X(3)*CONC*CONC
R(1 1)= k(1 1)*X(3)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(1 2)= k(12)*X(4)*CONC*X(4)*CONC
R(13)= k(13)*X(4)*CONC*X(4)*CONC
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R(14)= k(14)*X(4)*CONC*X(13)*CONC
R(15)= k(15)*X(4)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(16)= k(16)*X(5)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(17)= k(17)*X(5)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(18)= k(18)*X(7)*CONC*X(3)*CONC*CONC
R(1 9)= k(1 9)*X(7)*CONC*X(5)*(CONC)*X(5)*(CONC)*x(5)*(CONC)
R(20)= k(20)*X(3)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(21)= k(21)*X(1O)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(22)= k(22)*X(12)*CONC*X(7)*CONC
R(23)= k(23)*X(5)*CONC*X(2)*CONC
R(24)= k(24) *X(5)*CONC *X(6) * CONC
R(25)= k(25)*X(12)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(26)= k(26)*X(12)*CONC*X(12)*CONC*X(12)*CONC
R(27)= k(27)*X(22)*CONC*X(22)*CONC
R(28)= k(28)*X(21)*CONC
R(29)= k(29)*X(5)*CONC*X( 1 O)*CONC
R(30)= k(30)*X(1O)*CONC*X(5)*CONC
R(31)= k(31)*X(6)*CONC*X(15)*CONC
R(32)= k(32)*X(18)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(33)= k(33)*X(12)*CONC*X(15)*CONC
R(34)= k(34)*X(19)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(35)= k(35)*X(6)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(36)= k(36)*X(15)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(37)= k(37)*X(19)*CONC
R(38)= k(38)*X(22)*CONC*X(19)*CONC
R(39)= k(39)*X(20)*CONC
R(40)= k(40)*X(20)*CONC*X(2)*CONC
R(41)= k(41)*X(7)*CONC*X(20)*CONC
R(42)= k(42)*X(22)*CONC*X( 1 5)*CONC
R(43)= k(43)*X(18)*CONC*X(7)*CONC
R(44)= O*X(5)*CONC*X(3)*CONC
R(45)= k(45)*X(12)*CONC*X(12)*CONC
R(46)= k(46)*X( 1 2)*CONC *X( 1 6)*CONC
R(47)= k(47)*X(2 1 )*CONC*X(2 1 )*CONC
R(48)= k(48)*X(5)*CONC*X(1O)*CONC
R(49) k(49)*X(12)*CONC*X(5)*CONC
R(50)= k(50)*X(5)*CONC*X(21)*CONC
R(51)= k(51)*X(21)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(52)= k(52)*X(1O)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(53)= k(53)*X(16)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(54)= k(54)*X( 1 6)*CONC *X(6)*CONC
R(55)= k(55)*X(8)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(56)= k(56)*X(15)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(57)= k(57)*X(7)*CONC*X(21)*CONC
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R(58)= k(58)*X(12)*CONC*X(22)*CONC
R(59)= k(59)*X(10)*CONC*X(5)*CONC
R(60)= k(60)*X(15)*CONC*X(15)*CONC
R(61)= k(61)*X(22)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(62)= k(62)*X(21)*CONC*X(10)*CONC
R(63)= kPX(7)*CONC
R(64)= ko*X(6)*CONC

C Sum of Reactions for Species i
Ri(1) = -R(1)+R(18)-R2+R(1 1)+R(34)
Ri(2) = -R(6)-R(23)+R(27)+R(28)+R(3 1 )+R(32)+2*R(5 1 )+R(43)+R(45)

+ +3 * R(47)+R(48)+R(50)+R(52)+R(53)+R(5 7)+R(60)+0. 5 * R(64)
+ +R(62)-R(40)+R(6 1)
Ri(3) = R(3)R(4)R(9)2*R( 1 0)-R( 11 )-R( 1 5)-R( 1 6)-R( 1 7)-R( 18)

+ -R(20)-R(2 1 )+R( 1 )+R( I 4)+R(34)+R(3 5)+R(3 6)
Ri(4) = R(5)2*R( 1 2)2*R( 1 3)-R( 1 4)-R( 1 5)+R(2)+R(3)+R(9)

+ +2*R(17)+R(19)+R(35)
Ri(5) = -R( 1 6)-3 * R(20)-R( I 7)-R(23 )-R(24)+R(4)+R(5)+2 * R(7)

+ +2 * R(8)-R(29)-R(3 0)-(R(48)+R(49)+R(5 0)+R(5 9))
Ri(6) = 2 * R(6)-R(20)-R(24)-R(25)-(R(3 1 )+R(32)+R(3 5)+R(5 1 )+R(6 1)

+ +R(52)+R(5 3 )+R(54)+R(5 5))+(R(28)+2 * R(3 0)+R(5 9)+R(49))
+ -R(64)
Ri(7) = -R( 1 8)-R( 1 9)-R(22)+R( 1 )+2 * R(2)+R(3)+2 *R(4)+R(5)

+ +2*R(7)+4*R(8)+R(9)+R( 11 )+2*R( I 2)+R( 1 4)+R( 15)
+ -(R(4 1 )+R(43)+R(57)+R(63))+R(56)
+ +2*R( 1 6)+R(20)+R(3 1 )+R(33)+2*R(36)+R(37)+R(39)+R(55)
Ri(8) = -R( 11 )+R( 1 3)-(R(55)+R(56))+R(4 1 )+R(43)+0.5 *R(63)
Ri(9) = -R(8)+R(10)
Ri( 10) = R(25 )-R(2 1 )+2 * R(27)+R(3 3 )+R(3 8)+R(42)+R(46)+2* R(5 8)

+ +R(6 1 )-(R(29)+R(3 0)+R(48)+R(52)+R(62))
Ri(1 1) = R(20)+R(22)+2*R(21)+R(36)
Ri( 12) = -R(22)+R(23 )+R(24)-R(25)-(R(3 3 )+2* R(45 )+R(46)+R(49)

+ +R(5 8))+2 * R(29)+R(50)+R(52)+2 * R(54)
Ri(13) = R(15)-R(14)-R(7)
Ri( 14) = R( 1 2)+R( 13 )+R( 1 9)+R( 1 6)+R(3 0)+R(45)+R(46)+R(48)

+ +R(49)+R(53)
Ri(1 5) = -(R(3 1 )+R(33)+R(36)+R(42)+2*R(60)+R(56))+R(32)

+ +R(34)+R(3 5)+R(3 7)+R(3 8)+R(5 5)+R(5 7)
Ri(1 6) = -(R(46)+R(53)+R(54))+R(59)
Ri(17) = 0
Ri( 18) = -(R(3 2)+R(43 ))+R(3 9)+R(40)+R(40)+R(4 1 )+R(42)
Ri(19) = -R(34)-R(37)-R(38)+R(56)
Ri(20) = -R(39)-R(40)-R(41)
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Ri(2 1) = (R(28)+2*R(47)+R(50)+R(5 1 )+R(57)+R(62))
Ri(22) = -(2 * R(27)+R(3 8)+R(42)+R(5 8)+R(6 1 ))+R(62)
Ri(23)=0
Ri(24) = 0
Ri(25)=0
Ri(26) = 0
Ri(27)=0
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
REAL MW(27), X(27), W(27), ntotal, CONC
Integer Ki, Li
ntotal = 0
DO 2010 Ki= 1,27
ntotal = ntotal + W(Ki)/MW(Ki)

2010 CONTINUE
DO 2020 Ki = 1,27
X(Ki) = W(Ki)/(MW(Ki)*ntotal)

2020 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Appendix 4: FORTRAN program for SF6/02 model

PROGRAM Dimodel
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
CHARACTER CHAR
DIMENSION CMODE(4,4)
REAL MW(17), X(17), W(17), Ri (17), R(18), k(18), WEIGHT,

+ CONC, T, Fv, Li, L2, ntotal, AveMW, Power, Xar,Vzo, Vz,
+ ko, kf, UO, UF, RcO, ReF
INTEGER NPOINTS, PTCOUNTS, ENDPTS, PWOP, PROP, COUNT, MODE

C
C Species assignment 1-13:
C 1-SF6 2-02 3-SF5 4-SF4 5-SF3 6-F 7-F2 8-0
C 9-SOF4 10-SF2 11-SOF 12-SO2 13-SO2F 14-SF2O2 15-SOF2 16-SOF3
C 17-AR

OPEN (UNIT=2,FILE='2Osf.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
MW(1) = 146
MW(2) = 32



MW(3) = 127
MW(4) = 108
MW(5)=89
MW(6)=19
MW(7)=38
MW(8) = 16
MW(9) = 124
MW(10) = 70
MW(11)=67
MW(12) = 64
MW(13) = 83
MW(14) = 102
MW(15) = 86
MW(16)= 105
MW(17) = 40
DO 2 1= 1,4
DO3J= 1,4
COUNT=COUNT+ I

CMODE(I,J) = COUNT
3 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE

C Initial Mole Fraction of SF6 and Ar
5 WRITE(,6)
6 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF SF6 (<1):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(1)
WRITE(*,8)

8 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER INITIAL MOLE FRACTION OF Ar: (<1):',$)
READ(*,*,ERR=5) X(17)
Xar = X(17)

C Initial Mole Fraction of 02
X(2)= l.0-X(1)-X(17)

C Initial Mole Fraction of Xi i=3-16
DO 20 I = 3, 16

X(I)=0.0
20 CONTINUE

C Pressure Option
7 WRITE(*,9)
9 FORMAT(//1X,' PRESSURE OPTION (1: 0.5 torr, 2: 1.1 torr,',
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+'3: 0.8 torr):',$)
READ(*, * ,ERR=7) PROP
IF (PROP.EQ.1) pO.5
IF (PROP.EQ.2) pO.8
IF (PROP.EQ.3) p=1.l
IF (PROP.GT.3) GO TO 7

C Temperature
11 WRITE(,12)
12 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER PROCESSThJG TEMPERATURE (K):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=1 1) T

C Gas Flow
13 WRITE(*,14)
14 FORMAT(//1X,' ENTER TOTAL GAS FLOW (SCCM):',$)

READ(*,*,ERRI3) Fv

C POWER OPTION
15 WRJTE(*,16)
16 FORMAT(//1X,' POWER OPTION (1-50W, 2-100W, 3-150W, 4-200W):',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=1 5) PWOP
IF (PWOP.EQ.1) POWER=50.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.2) POWER= 100.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.3) POWER=150.0
IF (PWOP.EQ.4) POWER=200.0
IF (PWOP.GT.4) GOTO 15
MODE = CMODE(PROP,PWOP)

C Number of Steps
17 WRITE(*,18)
18 FORMAT(//IX,' ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF STEPS:',$)

READ(*,*,ERR=1 7) Nsteps
21 WRITE(*,22)
22 FORMAT(//1X, 'ENTER RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT FOR 0:' ,$)

READ(*,*,ERR2 1) RcO
UO = SQRT(8.0 1 .38E23*T/3. 14159/16/1 .66E27)* 100.0
ko RcO*UO/4*(2/0.93)

23 WRITE(*,24)
24 FORMAT(IIIX, 'ENTER RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT FOR F:' ,$)

READ(*,*,ERR=23) ReF
UF = SQRT(8.0* 1 .38E23*T/3.141 5911611 .66E27)* 100.0
kf= RcF*UF/4*(2/0.93)

CVz
Vzo = (Fv/60.0)*(T/273. I 5)*(760 0/P)/(1 .86*1.86*3.14159/4)
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Vz Vzo

C CONCENTRATION (MOLECULES! CM3) = (P!760)!(82.3 1 4T)6.02 1 0"23
CONC = (P!760)!(82.3 1 4*T)*6.02E23

C Length of the Tube
Li = 5.0
L2 = 30.0
AveMW = 0.0
DO4OI=1, 17
AveMW = AveMW + X(I)*MW(I)

40 CONTINUE

C Density of The Gas
ro p!(760.*82.314*T)*AveMW

DO 501 = 1, 17
W(I) = X(I)*MW(I)!AveMW

50 CONTINUE
Weight = 0.0
DO 751=1,17
Weight = Weight + X(I)*(Fv!(60*82.314*273.15))*MW(I)

75 CONTINUE

C OUTPUT of PROCESS CONDITION
WRITE (2,33) POWER, p. Fv, T, X(1), X(17), CONC, AveMW,

+ RcO, ko, RcF, kf, NSteps!5.0, k(1), k(15)
33 FORMAT ('POWER(W)= ',F6.2!'PRESSURE(torr)= ',F3.1!

+ 'FLOW RATE(sccm)= ',F5 .2!'TEMPERATURE(K)= ',F6.2/
+ 'SF6%(z=0)= ',F4.2!'Ar%(z0) ',F4.2!
+ '# OF MOLECULES(#!cm"3 )= ',E 1 0.4!'MW ',F8 .3!
+ '0 recom. coeff. ',elO.4!e 10.4!
+ 'F recom. coeff. =',elO.4!elO.4!
+ '# OF NODE POINTS(#!cm) ',F 10.2!
+ 'kSF6=',F1 0.2!'k02=',F6.2)

WRITE(*,30) WEIGHT, Vz. (W(I), 1=1,4)
30 FORMAT(!1 X,' Total Weight =', 1 X,E 15 .4!1 X,E 15.4,

+ 1X,4F8.3)
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
WRITE (*199) J*dz, (CONC*X(I) , 1=1,17)
WRITE (2,66)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (CONC*X(1), 1=1,17)

66 FORMAT (' z SF6 02 SF5 SF4 SF3 F F2 0 SOF4 SF2 SOF SO2 SF02',
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+ 'SF202 SOF2 SOF3 Ar z SF6 02 SF5 SF4 SF3 F F2 0 SOF4',
+ 'SF2 SOF S02 SF02 SF202 SOF2 SOF3 Ar')

99 FORMAT(/1 X,E 15.4,' Rate of Reaction=',4( 1 X,E 15.4))

dzL1 /Nsteps

NPOINTS 0.1/dz
PTCOUNTS 0

C PLASMA REACTION IN MW PLASMA CAVITY
c L15cm

DO 1OOOJ= 1,Nsteps
CALL RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf')
DO2000I=1, 17
W(I) = W(I) + Ri(I)*dz*MW(I)/(ro*Vz*6.02E23)
IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I)=0.0
SUMW = SUMW + W(I)

2000 CONTINUE

CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
c Vz = Xar* Vzo/X( 17)

IF (J PTCOUNTS .NE. NPO1NTS) GO TO 500
WRITE (*,199) 0, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,2)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,17), J*DZ, (X(I), 1=1,17)
PTCOUNTS = J

500 SUMW = 0.0
1000 CONTINUE

C DOWNSTREAM REACTIONS
cL23Ocm

ENDPTS = L2/ dz
DO 3000 J = Nsteps+ 1, Nsteps+endpts
CALL RXN (0, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
DO 40001=1,17
W(J) = W(I) + Ri(J)* dz*MW(I)/(ro*Vz* 6.02E23)
IF (W(I) .LT. 0.0) W(I)=0.0
SUMW = SUMW + W(I)

4000 CONTINUE

CALL WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
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c Vz = Xar*Vzo/X(17)
IF (J - PTCOUNTS .NE. NPOINTS) GO TO 501
WRITE (*,199) (CONC*X(1), 1=1,2)
WRITE (2,299) J*dz, (CONC*X(I), 1=1,17), J*DZ, (X(I), 1=1,17)
PTCOUNTS = J

501 SUMW=0.0
3000 CONTINUE

C WRITE (*,199) (X(I), 1=1,17)
199 FORMAT (lx,9E10.4/9E10.4)
299 FORMAT (1X,18(E10.4,IX),1X,18(E10.4,1X))

END

C ---------------------------------------------
C Rate of Reaction for 26 Reactions
C k( 16) are rate constants
C
C

SUBROUTINE RXN (MODE, X, R, CONC, Ri, ko, kf)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,M-Z)
REAL X(17), W(17), MW(17), Ri(17), R(18), k(18), CONC,

+ radius, ntotal, ko, kf
INTEGER MODE, le

C Radius of the tube
DO66Ie=1, 18
k(Ie)=0.0

66 CONTINUE
IF (MODE .EQ. 0) GO TO I
IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 2
IF (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 3
IF (MODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 4
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) GO TO 5
IF (MODE .EQ. 5) GO TO 6
IF (MODE .EQ. 6) GO TO 7
IF (MODE .EQ. 7) GO TO 8
IF (MODE .EQ. 8) GO TO 9
IF (MODE .EQ. 9) GO TO 10
IF (MODE .EQ. 10) GO TO 11
IF(MODE.EQ. 11)GOTO 12
IF (MODE .EQ. 12) GO TO 13

C REACTION CONSTANTS k
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C MODE=0
C NO Electron Impact Reaction

1 k(1)=0.0
k(15) = 0.0
GOTO 100

C MODE=1
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 50 W

2 k(1)=15
k(2)=36
k(3)= 51.0
k(4)= 51.0
k(5)= 51.0
k(6) = 51.0
GOTO 100

C MODE=2
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure 0.5, POWER = 100 W

3 k(l)= 1000
k(15) = 1000
GOTO 100

C MODE=3
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 150 W

4 k(1)=0
k(15) = 0
GO TO 100

C MODE=4
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.5, POWER = 200 W

5 k(l)=0
k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C MODE=5
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 50 W

6 k(1)=0
k(15)=0
GO TO 100

C MODE=6
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 100 W
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7 k(1)= 1000
k(15)= 1000
GOTO 100

C MODE=7
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 150 W

8k(1)=0
k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C MODE=8
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 0.8, POWER = 200 W

9 k(1)=0
k(15)=0
GO TO 100

C MODE=9
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 50 W

lOk(1)=0
k(15)=0
GO TO 100

C MODE=10
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 100 W

11 k(1)= 1000
k(15)= 1000
GO TO 100

C MODE=11
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 150 W

12 k(1) = 0
k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C MODE=l2
C Electron Impact Reaction Pressure = 1.1, POWER = 200 W

13k(1)=0
k(15)=0
GOTO 100

C Free Radical Exchange
100 k(2) = 2.6E-12

k(3)= 1.9E-11
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k(4) = 1.7E-12
k(5)= 1E-li
k(6)=2E-11

C Third-Body Reaction
k(7)= 5E-1 1
k(8)= 3.82E-14
k(9)= 1E-13
k(1O)= 1.1E-1O
k(1 1)= 7.9E-1 1
k(12)= 2E-13
k(13)= 1E-il
k(16)= ko
k(17)= kf

C Rate Equations

R(1) = k(1)*X(1)*CONC
R(2) = k(2)*X(1O)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(3) = k(3)*X(5)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(4) = k(4)*X(4) * CONC * X(6)* CONC
R(5) = k(5)*X(3)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(6) = K(6)*X(3)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(7) = k(7)*X( 1 6)* CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(8) = k(8)*X(15)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(9) = k(9)*X(1 1)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(1O)= k(1O)*X(1O)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(1 1)= k(1 1)*X(1 1)*CONC*X(8)*CONC
R(12)= k(12)*X(12)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(1 3)= k(1 3)*X(1 3)*CONC*X(6)*CONC
R(14)= 0
R(15)= k(15)*X(2)*CONC
R(16)= k(16)*X(8)*CONC
R(17)= k(17)*X(6)*CONC
R(18)=O

C Sum of Reactions for Species i

Ri(1) = -R(1)+R(5)
Ri(2) = R(15)+0.5*R(16)
Ri(3) = -R(5)+R(4)-R(6)
Ri(4) = R(3)-R(4)
Ri(5) = R(2)-R(3)
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Ri(6) = 4* R( 1 )-R(2)-R(3 )-R(4)-R(5)+R(6)-R(7)-R(8)-R(9)+R( 10)
+ -R( I 3)+R(1 I )-R( 1 2)-R( 1 4)-R(1 7)
Ri(7) = 0.5*R(17)
Ri(8) = -R(6)-R( 1 0)-R( 11 )+2*R( 1 5)-R( 16)
Ri(9) = R(6)+R(7)
Ri( I 0)= -R( 1 0)+R( 1 )-R(2)
Ri(1 1)= -R(1 1)+R(10)-R(9)
Ri(12)= -R(12)+R(1 1)
Ri(13)= R(12)-R(13)
Ri(14)= R(13)
Ri(15)= R(9)-R(8)
Ri(16)= R(8)-R(7)
Ri(17)= 0
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTiNE WitoXi (W, MW, X, ntotal)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K-Z)
REAL MW(17), X(17), W(17), ntotal, CONC
Integer Ki, Li
ntotal = 0
DO2O1OKi=1, 17
ntotal = ntotal + W(Ki)/MW(Ki)

2010 CONTiNUE
DO 2020 Ki= 1,17
X(Ki) = W(Ki)/(MW(Ki)*ntotal)

2020 CONTINUE
RETURN
END




